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1

EXCELSIOR ENERGY, INC.

2

BEFORE THE MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

3

PREPARED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF

4

JAMES A. SKURLA

5

Q

6

A

Please state your name, current employment position and business address.
My name is James A. Skurla. I am currently the Acting Director of the Bureau

7

of Business and Economic Research (the "Bureau") of the University of Minnesota

8

Duluth's Labovitz School of Business and Economics, 19 School of Business and

9

Economics, University of Minnesota Duluth, Duluth, Minnesota 55812-2496.

10

Q

11

A

Would you please describe your educational and professional background.
I received my Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics from the University of

12

Minnesota Duluth in 1975 and my Master of Arts in Economics, with a concentration

13

in Econometrics (Statistics), from the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee in 1977.

14

In May of 1992, I became a Certified Economic Development Finance Professional

15

through the National Development Council.

16

Since 1977., I have served at the University of Minnesota Duluth, initially as an

17

Instructor in the Department of Economics, then from 1983 to 1986 as the Assistant

18

Director of the Bureau of Business and Economic Research. From 19S7 to 2004, I

19

served as Business Development Specialist, Natural Resources Research Institute

20

Business Group, at the Center for Economic Development of UMD. From 2003 to the

21

present, I have held the position as Acting Director of the Bureau of Business and

22

Economic Research at the Labovitz School. My resume is attached as Exhibit

23

(JAS-I) to this testimony.
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1

Q

2

A

On whose behalf are you testifying?
I am testifying on behalf of MEP-I LLC, MEP-I1 LLC, and Excelsior Energy

3

Inc. (collectively "Excelsior1), the developers of the Mesaba Energy Project

4

(the "Project").

5

Scope and Summary

6

Q

7

A

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?
The purpose of my testimony is to sponsor portions of Excelsior's Joint

8

Application and Environmental Supplement.

9

following sections:

10

Joint Application

11

In particular, I am sponsoring the

Section 6.1 (Regional. Social, and Economic Impacts)

12

Environmental Supplement

13

Sections 3.14.2 (Temporary and Permanent Workers)

H

Section 3.14.3 (Availability of Labor)

15

Section 3.14.4 (Economic Benefits),

16

Appendix 1 (2005 University of Minnesota Duluth Research Report)

17

Appendix 1 consists of a research report that the Bureau prepared at the request

18

of Excelsior Energy in September of 2005 entitled, The Economic Impact of

19

Constructing and Operating An Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle Power-

20

Generation Facility on the Iron Range (the "2005 Report").

21

describes the detailed economic modeling performed by the Bureau, under my

22

supervision, of the anticipated impacts of Mesaba One on job creation and economic

23

stimulus, both on the seven-county Arrowhead Region, which comprises most of the

24

Iron Range, and in the State of Minnesota generally.
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The 2005 Report

The assumptions and

1

quantitative results of the 2005 Report are described in Section 6.1.10 (Project

2

Economic Benefits) of the Joint Application and Section 3.14.4 (Economic

3

Development Benefits) of the Environmental Supplement.

4

Subsequently, Excelsior engaged the Bureau to update the 2005 Report, based

5

on changes in plant design and other new information. Excelsior also engaged the

6

Bureau to create an appendix listing the economic effects of Mesaba Two.

7

supervised these efforts, which culminated in the creation of a Research Report in

8

October of 2006, entitled The Economic Impact of Constructing and Operating An

9

Integrated Gasification

I

Combined-Cycle Power-Generation facility on the Iron

10

Range, UPDATE 2006: Mesaba One Impacts (the "2006 Update"). The 2006 Update

11

is attached as Exhibit

12

questions related to the 2005 Report and the 2006 Update.

(JAS-2) to my testimony.

1 am available to answer

13

Qualitative Discussion of Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Arrowhead Region

14

Q

15
16

Please summarize the regional demographics in Minnesota's Arrowhead. Could
the location of the Mesaba Project result in environmental injustice?

A

Racially, the population in the region is virtually homogenous, with

17

Caucasians comprising nearly 95%. The largest minority concentrations in the region

18

are in central Duluth and on tribal reservations relatively distant from either the West

19

Range or East Range site locations. Economically, while the overall poverty rate is

20

higher than the state average, there do not appear to be any substantial concentrations

21

of extreme poverty. Therefore, the location of the IGCC Power Station on either the

22

West Range or East Range site location will not have a disparate impact on a racial

23

minority or low-income group of residents.
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1

Q

2
3

Is unemployment more prevalent in the Arrowhead Region than elsewhere in the
state?

A

Yes. Since 1980, the official unemployment rate in the Arrowhead Region has

4

been consistently about 2% higher than the state average.

5

unemployment in the region may indicate that any new industrial capacity in the area

6

is likely to not only attract new residents, but also provide long-term employment to

7

the currently unemployed skilled labor in the area. Under these circumstances, the

8

Project would have a positive impact on reducing the unemployment rate.

9
10

Quantitative Economic Modeling Results
Q

11
12

The historically higher

Please summarize briefly the methodology employed by the Bureau to quantify
the economic development benefits of the Project.

A

As in the original 2005 Report, the 2006 Update employed the economic

13

modeling system, IMPLAN (which was created by the Minnesota IMPLAN Group,

14

Inc.), using as the original inputs for our modeling Excelsior's updated estimates of

15

the values of Excelsior's direct expenditures on construction and operation of Mesaba

16

One. As is reflected in our 2006 Update, our modeling yielded estimates of the

17

number of jobs that Mesaba One would both directly and indirectly create on the Iron

18

Range and statewide, and the dollar value of economic activity which Mesaba One

19

would generate on the Iron Range and statewide.

20

Q

21

A

Please briefly summarize the results of Exhibit

(JAS-2), the 2006 Update.

Based on IMPLAN modeling, our general conclusions are that Mesaba One

22

will directly create a total of nearly 1,555 construction jobs on the Iron Range in the

23

peak year of construction, and more than 100 jobs on the Iron Range in a typical year

24

during its operation.
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In addition, Mesaba One is expected to indirectly create an

1

additional 2,633 jobs statewide related to the construction of the plant, by stimulating

2

the commercial, government, service and residential industries, and another 167

3

permanent jobs statewide related to the plant's operation.

4

With respect to economic stimulus, IMPLAN modeling reflects that Mesaba

5

One's construction and operations expenditures will both directly and indirectly

6

generate spending on the Iron Range and throughout the state. Excelsior provided us

7

with estimates of $ 1.6 billion in direct spending on construction of the plant over a 45-

8

month period.

9

generate economic activity indirectly, by inducing secondary spending across the State

10

of Minnesota of $2.2 billion related to expenditures on construction and another $570

11

million annually related to the plant's operations.

12

Q

Based on those inputs, we anticipate that Mesaba One will also

Why do these results differ from those described in the 2005 Report and

13

summarized in Section 6.1.10 of the Joint Application and Section 3.14.4 of the

14

Environmental Supplement?

15

A

The 2005 Report incorporated Excelsior's estimates of the direct expenditures

16

on construction and operation of a 531 MW IGCC Power Station as inputs for the

17

IMPLAN model runs. The "2006 Update" incorporates the increased overall capital

18

costs associated with 606 MW (instead of 531 MW) of anticipated net output from

19

Mesaba One, as well as increases in global commodity prices since the 2005 report

20

into the IMPLAN model. The increases in capital and operating expenditure estimates

21

provided by Excelsior are responsible for the overall increase in economic

22

development benefits demonstrated by the 2006 Update modeling effort.
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1

Conclusion

2

Q

3

A

360963:

Does this conclude your testimony?
Yes.

EXHIBIT
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(JAS-1)

Jamci A. Skurla
Acting Director

Business Development Specialist
Bureau of Business uid Economic Research
19 School of Busineis and Economic

University of Minnesota DuJuth
Duluth.MN 55812-2496
Phone: 218 726-86M;218 726-7985
Fax: 218726-6555
Email: jslcurla@d.mnn.edu
EDUCATION:
Bachelor of Arts (cum laude), Economics, Universitv of Minnesota, Duluth.
1975
Master of Arts, Economics, University of Wisconsin. Milwaukee, Concentration:
Econometric; (Statistics), 1977

Ccniiicalion: Leadership Duluth Program - Duluth Chamber of Commerce (May 1995);
Certified Economic Development Finance Professional - The National Development Council
(May 1992)
POSITIONS HEL1J:
Business Development Specialist, Natural Resources Research Institute Business Group,
Center for Economic Development, University of Minnesota, Duluth, 1987-2004
Acting Director, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Labovhz School of Business
and Economics, University nfMinncsota Duluth, 2003-present
Adjunct Instructor, Management Department, College of Si. Scholastica, Duluth, Minnesota,
Winter L990
Assistant Director, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University yf MinnesotaDuluihNov.l983-Dcc.1986
Instructor, Department of Economics, University of Minncsota-Duluth, 1977-1983 '
Supervisor and Researcher, Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of
Minnesota-Duluth, Summerl981
Market Researcher, terms, me., Duluth, Minnesota, Summer 1980
Teaching Assistant, Department of Economics, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 19761977
Research Assistant, Department of Economics, University of Minnesota-Duluth, 1973-1975
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE:
Principles of Economics: Macro; Principles of Economics: Micro; Statistical Methods;
Introduction to Economics

Areas of Concentration: Econometrics, Urban Economics, Public Finance
PROFESSIONAL

MEMBERSHIPS:

Product Development Management Association
Omicron Delta Epsilon
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS:
Skurla, James, with David Doom, et al., 2006. Economic Impacts of PolyMet's NorthMet
Project and Other Industrial Projects of Minnesota's East Range Communities, Bureau of
Business and Economics, University of Minnesota Duluth.
Skurla, James, el al. 2006. Duluth Farmer's Market Survey and Business Plan, Bureau ol"
Business uiid Economics, University of Minnesota Dululh.
Skurla, James, with, David Doom, et al., 2005. The Economic Impact of Constructing and
Operating An Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle Power-Generation Facility On
The Iron Range, for Excelsior Energy, Bureau of Business and Economics, University of
Minnesota Dulufh.
Skurla, James, with Richard Lichly ct al., 2004. Dululh Area Economic Development
Enterprise Network System Analysis, for Minnesota Department of Employment and
Economic Development, Bureau of Business and Economics, University of Minnesota
Duliirh.
Skurla, James, et al. 2005. Grand Marais Harbor Expansion Impact, Bureau of Business and
Economics, University of Minnesota Duluth.
Skurla, James, et al. 2005. Grand Portage Alternative Energy Impact, Bureau of Business ond
Economics. University of Minnesota Dululh.
Skurla, James, et al. 2004. Iron Range Racetrack Impact Analysis UPDATE 2004, Bureau of
Business and Economics, University of Minnesota Duluth.
Skurla, James, et al. 2004,Under. Over, and Mis-Matched Skills Employment in Northeast
Minnesota 2004, Bureau of Business and Economics, University of Minnesota Dululh.
Skurla, James, ci al. 2004. Report on Survey Findings: Developing On-line LSBE Course
Offerings, Bureau of Business and Economics, University of Minnesota Duluth.
, James, ct al. 2004. East Central Minnesota: Social and Economic Trends and
Implications, forestry Analysis, Bureau of Business and Economics, University of
Minnesota Duluth.
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Skurla, James, et at 200 J. Mesaba Metals, LLC Impact Study, Bureau of Business and
Economics, University of Minnesota Duluth.
Skurla, James, el al. 2003. Tax Revenue Impacts and Marketing Northern Minnesota's Iron
Trail, Bureau of Business and Economics. University of Minnesota Duluth.
Anderson, Curt, James Skurla, ct al. 2003. BWCAW Land Valuation Report. Bureau of
Business and Economics, University of Minnesota Duluth.
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Bureau of Business and Economics, University of Minnesota Duluih.
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Economic Research (BBER) Laboviu School of Business and Economics, University of
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Executive Summary

The Economic Impact of Constructing and Operating an Integrated Gasification
Combined-Cycfe Power-Generation Facility on the Iron Range
UPDATE 2006: Mesaba One Impacts
Including Appendix A: Af<3saba Two Impacts

Executive Summary
As noted in the Labovitz School's initial impact study completed in 2005, the construction and operation
of the first unit of the Mesaba Energy Project ("Mesaba One") by Excelsior Energy Inc. ("Excelsior") will
provide a substantial boost both to Minnesota's economically-depressed Iron Range and the larger State
ofMinnesota.
This 2006 impact report include;; new modeling based'on updated assumptions provided to the research
bureau, and calculates that Excelsior's construction of Mesaba One will impact Minnesota's economy in
the following ways:
• Excelsior provided inputs to the models as follows: $ 1.6 billion in direct spending on
construction to build Mesaba One and Si.4 billion for construction to build Mesaba Two.
• Excelsior provided inputs to the models as follows: $440 million in revenue or output on Mesaba
One operations during a typical plant-year, recurring for the life of the plant.
• An additional non-recurring S399 million in increased business and household spending on
Mesaba Unit One across the Arrowhead region, which will ultimately result in a non-recurring S640
million in increased spending throughout the State, driven by spending on construction. These
numbers are derived from the input-output model, IMPLAN used in this analysis.
• An additional recurring £95 million in increased spending across the Arrowhead region for
Mesaba One, which will ultimately result in a recurring SI30 million in increased spending
throughout the State, generated by spending on operations. These numbers are also derived from
IMPLAN.
This report estimates that Mesaba One will also provide an impact on Minnesota's Iron Range
(Arrowhead Region) and the State by creating thousands of jobs.*
• Over the course of the Mesaba One construction period 2008-2031, full-time, part-time and
temporary construction jobs peak at 1555.
•

A total of over 107 full-time, part-time, and temporary jobs in Mesaba One operations.

• An additional 1,966 new full-time, part-time, and temporary jobs during the peak year in other
sectors across the Arrowhead region, as a result of the creation of Mesaba One construction jobs.
•

An additional 143 new full and part-time jobs in other sectors across the region, caused by the
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
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creation of jobs in the typical year of operations of Mesaba One.

This report assesses the economic impact on the Region and the State by Mesaba One. Appendix A
presents impacts for Mesaba Two, which Excelsior currently has plans to develop and construct on the
same site.
*Note that IMPLAN is driven by data sources that do not distinguish between full-time and part-time employment.
About the Project:

Excelsior Energy Inc. is an independent energy development company based in Minnetonka. Minnesota,
that proposes to build, own. and operate the first unit of the Mesaba Energy Project. Mesaba One will be
a privately funded power-generation facility, and it will be a large-scale commercial application of
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) technology. Excelsior asserts that Mesaba's use of IGCC
will put Minnesota at the vanguard of far-sighted states utilizing next-generation technology, and the U.S.
Department of Energy agrees that the Mesaba One development will be "one of the cleanest coal-fired
power plants in the world."
Mesaba One was initially modeled in 2005 with preliminary assumptions for output and employment
from Excelsior Energy. It is important to note the assumptions provided for the 2006 impacts have
changed somewhat from those provided for the 2005 impacts and the two reports (2005 and 2006) are
therefore not comparable. The assumptions provided for modeling the 2006 update include changes in
estimated employment and output as well as use of model deflators to report impacts in terms of 2005
dollars. This 2006 report also includes modeling for Mesaba Two (or Unit 2) in Appendix A to this
report. As with the 2005 impact study, construction and operations impacts are modeled for two study
areas, the State of Minnesota and the Arrowhead Region.
Economic Impacts from Construction:

Construction is predicted to span 45 months: Excelsior is slated to begin construction of Mesaba One in
200S and should finish in 2011.
Summary: Economic Impacts of Mesaba One's Construction Expenditures,
State of Minnesota and Arrowhead Region, 2008-2011 (2005 Dollars)
Source:
Arrowhead Region
Years

Value Added
Totals S

Employment
Totals

Minnesota
Output Totals $

Value Added
Totals $

Employment
Totals

Output Totals $

2008

$135.141,055

1746

$477,749,810

$170,310,659

2,118

$538,716,607

2009

5276,740,596

3521

$915,863,165

$341,358,521

4,188

$1,027,748,108

2010

$149,304,573

1873

$464,076,598

$180,646,455

2,188

$518,310,750

2011
Total

$25,977,172
$587,163,396

344

$102,039,831
$1,959,729,404

$33,978,679
$726,294,314

432

$115,924,391
$2,200,699,856

N/A

1

"Minnesota Company to Receive S36 Million to Construct Clean Coal Plant," at
litip://w\\ r \v.fossil.energy.gov/news/techlines/2004/tl_ccpi2_excelsLor.hlinl.
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N/A

The Table above is a summary of the direct, indirect and induced impacts for Value Added, Employment
and Output. The detailed break-down of these impacts are highlighted in the report. Over the 45 months.
Excelsior is predicted to generate $1.96 billion (in 2005 Dollars) in economic activity in the Arrowhead
Region based on direct expenditures of $ 1.6 billion for construction. After construction is complete,
construction impacts will end; operations impacts will continue for the life of the plant.
Construction of the plant is expected to have immediate and beneficial impacts beyond simply creating
jobs in the construction sector. Just as the expenditure of Mesaba One's capital for construction costs will
result in increased consumer spending across the Arrowhead region, Mesaba One's creation of
construction jobs is calculated to cause the creation of almost two thousand full-time, part-time, and
temporary jobs in sectors other than construction.
Economic Impacts from Operations:
Operations should begin in 2011 when the plant will start functioning at approximately 10% capacity; the
sharp increase in the amount of value-added in 2012 indicates the commencement of operation at full
capacity. "Typical Year'1 values show value added, employment, and output from on-going full capacity
operations, modeled as 2015. Value added represents wages, rents, interests and profits and Output is the
total production of the industry. Employment includes the total number of jobs in that industry. Mesaba One
is projected to generate $535 million in economic activity in the Arrowhead Region based on revenue or
output of $440 million for operations. Output totals for the typical year show this S535 million, below.
Summary: Economic Impact of Mesaba One's Operations Expenditures, 2010, 2011,
and Typical Year (2005 Dollars)
Source:
Arrov.'head Region
Years

Value Added
Totals $

Employment
Totals

Minnesota
Output Totals
S

Value Added
Totals $

Employment
Totals

Output Totals
S

2011

$84,749,275

65

$122,379,672

$89,463,990

72

$130,416,708

2012

$257,723,155

185

$372,157,528

$272,060,689

199

$396,598,203

Typical

$370,182,128

250

$534,550,504

$390,775,856

273

$569,656,026
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Mesaba Energy, Mesaba One, Employment Impacts from Operations, Arrowhead
Region, Typical Year, by Industry Sector
Source: IMPLAN

Projected Employment

IMPLAN Sector

Direct

Power generation and supply

Indireci

Total

Induced

107

0

0

107

Food services and drinking places

0

4

15

19

Commercial machinery repair and maintenance

0

a

0

9

Hospitals

0

0

6

6

Offices of physicians- dentists- and other health

0

0

6

6

Nursing and residential care facilities

0

0

5

5

General merchandise stores

0

0

5

5

Food and beverage stores

0

0

4

4

Wholesale trade

0

1

3

4

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

0

0

3

3

Social assistance- except child day care services

0

0

3

3

Automotive repair and maintenance- except car wash

0

0

3

3

Securities- commodity contracts- investments

0

1

2

3

Private households

0

0

3

3

Nonstore retailers

0

0

3

3

Legal services

0

2

1

3

Miscellaneous store retailers

0

0

3

3

Other maintenance and repair construction

0

2

0

2

Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation

0

1

2

2

Rail transportation

0

2

0

2

Building material and garden supply stores

0

0

2

2

107

21

69

197

Mesaba One's capital expenditures for operations should also result in the creation of jobs in industries
outside the utility industry. The IMPLAN model estimates that in a Typical Year, Mesaba One's capital
expenditures will create more than 250 jobs in other industries across the Arrowhead region.
This economic analysis from the UMD Labovitz School's research bureau quantifies both the Mesaba
One project's direct effects, and its secondary effects on increased spending in the greater economy of the
Arrowhead Region and the State of Minnesota. The study applies an economic multiplier analysis and
input/output model that was created in Minnesota by the Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc., and is used by
other state governments and the USDA Forest Service, among others. An impact for Mesaba Two is
included in Appendix A to this report.
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Mesaba One Energy Impact
I. Project Description
Mesaba One was initially modeled in 2005 with preliminary assumptions for output and
employment from Excelsior Energy. It is important to note the assumptions provided for the
2006 impacts have changed somewhat from those provided for the 2005 impacts and the two
reports (2005 and 2006) are therefore not comparable. The assumptions provided for modeling
the 2006 update include changes in estimated employment and output as well as use of model
deflators to report impacts in lerms of 2005 dollars. The 2006 report also includes modeling for
Mesaba Two (or Unit 2) in Appendix A to this report. As with the 2005 impact study,
construction and operations impacts are modeled for two study areas, the State of Minnesota and
the Arrowhead Region.
Excelsior Energy Inc. is an independent energy development company based in Minnetonka,
Minnesota, that proposes to build, own, and operate the first unit of the Mesaba Energy Project.
Mesaba One will be a privately funded power-generation facility, and it will be a large-scale
commercial application of Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) technology.
Excelsior asserts that Mesaba's use of IGCC promises to put Minnesota at the vanguard of farsighted states utilizing next-generation technology, and the U.S. Department of Energy agrees
that the Mesaba One development will be "one of the cleanest coal-fired power plants in the
xvorld."2
The UMD Labovitz School research bureau (Bureau of Business and Economic Research)
worked with Excelsior to determine the key assumptions in the development of the economic
impact model. Regional and State data for the impact model for Value Added, Employment, and
Output is supplied by IMPLAN. From these data, Social Accounts, Production, Absorption, and
Byproducts information are generated from the national level data and incorporated into the
model.
This report assesses the economic impact on the Region and the State by the construction and
operation of the Mesaba One plant. Appendix A presents impacts for Mesaba Two, which
Excelsior currently has plans to develop and construct on an additional site.
Two Study Areas
This report measured the economic impact of Mesaba One on two levels: the region surrounding
the proposed plant, and the State of Minnesota. Study area 1: Seven County Arrowhead
Region, MN, including Aitkin, Carlton, Cook, Itasca-'Koochiching Lake, and St. Louis counties;
"Minnesota Company to Receive S36 Million to Construct Clean Coal Plant," at
http://www.fossil.energy.gOv/news/techlines/2 004/tl_ccpi2_excelsior.html.
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
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also referred to in this report as the "Iron Range."
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Figure 1. Area north of the city of Taconite in Itasca County has been
suggested as the prime location. Source: mapquesf.com
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States/CounSes Inducted:
Minnesota. Aakin Couixj*
Mmnescita Carton County
Mitimsota, Coc*. Couniii
Minnesc^a, liases Counti-1
Mirwesoia, Koochching Courtv
Minnesota..- Lake Courity
M^esotfl Sf/Louis Couriiv

Population:

Area [Square Miles):

322.461
Emptoyrner*:

) 8,222
Number of Industrie):

167,762
Households:

262
, Income per Household

170,129 .
Year of Data
2003

$51.562
Total Personal Incomei
$8.772,153.000

Figure 2. Minnesota Arrowhead Region 1MPLAN model information.
Study area 2: State of Minnesota, including all counties.
Mesaba Two, in Appendix A, uses the two study areas as presented here.
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II. Impact Procedures arid Input Assumptions
IMPLAN Models
There are two components to the IMPLAN system, the software and databases. The databases
provide all information to create regional IMPLAN models. The software performs the
calculations and provides an interface for the user to make final demand changes.
Comprehensive and detailed data coverage of the IMPLAN study areas by county, and the
ability to incorporate user-supplied data at each stage of the model building process, provides a
high degree of flexibility both in terms of geographic coverage and model formulation, in this
case definition of the State and seven-county Arrowhead Region study areas, and the definition
of specific models for construction and operations, with adjusted production functions to reflect
the proposed IGCC plant. Using the IMPLAN software and data, BBER identified Mesaba
One's expenditures in terms of the sectoring scheme for the model, in producer prices, in
historical dollars based on the year of the model, and applied those dollars spent within the two
study area definitions given for the impact analysis.
Data
IMPLAN data files use federal government data sources including:
• US Bureau of Economic Analysis Benchmark I/O Accounts of the US
• US Bureau of Economic Analysis Output Estimates
• US Bureau of Economic Analysis REIS Program
• US Bureau of Labor Statistics County Employment and Wages (CEW) Program
• US Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Expenditure Survey
• US Census Bureau County Business Patterns
• US Census Bureau Decennial Census and Population Surveys
• US Census Bureau Economic Censuses and Surveys
• US Department of Agriculture Crop and Livestock Statistics
IMPLAN data files consist of the following components: employment, industry output, value
added, institutional demands, national structural matrices and inter-institutional transfers.
Impacts for this model use the most recent IMPLAN data available which is for the year
2003. The impact is reported in 2005 dollars (given the data year of inputs supplied to
BBER) and calculated with the built-in deflators of the modeling software.
Economic impacts are made up of direct, indirect, and induced impacts. The following
cautions are suggested assumptions for accepting the impact model:
• IMPLAN input-output is a production based model
• Local or export based purchases that represent transfers from other potential local
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
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•
•
•

purchases are not counted.
The numbers (from U.S. Department of Commerce secondary data) treat both full and
part time individuals as being employed.
Assumptions need to be made concerning the nature of the local economy before
impacts can be interpreted.
The IMPLAN model was constructed for the year 2003 (most recent data available).
2005 dollars are estimated by the model.

Definitions used in this report:
Measures
• Gross Output represents the value of local production required to sustain activities.
• Value Added is a measure of the impacting industry's contribution to the local
community; it includes wages, rents, interest and profits.
• Employment estimates are in terms of jobs, not in terms of full-time equivalent
employees. Hence, these may be temporary, part-time or short-term jobs.

Effects
•
•
•

Direct - Initial new spending in the study area resulting from the project
Indirect - The additional inter-industry spending from the direct impact
Induced - The impact of additional household expenditure resulting from the direct
and indirect impact.

Inputs provided for modeling the impact of Mesaba One
Excelsior provided the BBER model estimated expenditures concerning specific processes for
the proposed plant, including feed handling, slurry preparation, air separation, cooling water
process, gasification, slag handling, wastewatcr collection and treatment, common mechanical,
as well as other miscellaneous inputs.
Readers of the 2005 Mesaba One impact study may note this 2006 update includes assumptions
by Excelsior of higher capital costs than the 2005 model. There are a number of factors leading
such increased costs, including the larger plant size (603 MW vs. 531 MW) and significant
increases in global commodity prices. The impact continues to show the higher cost of
construction in Minnesota in terms of seasonality, and also shows an expected higher cost of
building a plant which includes advanced technology, delivered at a higher percent of prefabricated and specialized components than that required for conventional coal fueled power
plants. Most of the input assumptions for the 2006 update follow the detail provided for the
2005 impact study. All of the assumptions for the Mesaba Two modeling found in the Appendix
A track the assumptions utilized for the Mesaba One 2006 update.
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Other modeling challenges for both the 2005 and the 2006 update impacts include aligning the
IGCC process with data from the industry sector. Conventional power plant employment will
differ from the more technologized operations of the IGCC plant. This plant would still utilize
much of the same labor skill sets associated with a conventional plant.
Construction
Materials: For the construction impact, Excelsior provided estimates for dollars, percent
of the total cost for materials, and the percent Minnesota could supply of products
and services for the project.
Labor: Excelsior provided estimates for loaded labor rate/hour and definition of
specialized intermittent field labor costs including all typical overheads, insurance,
etc.
Operations
For the operations impact, Excelsior provided estimates for such components as staffing
and labor cost per year, including annual direct labor, overheads, employee expense, and
contracted labor/equipment maintenance (estimated annual contract labor to support plant
overhauls and routine equipment maintenance).
Industry sector adjustments
NAICS coded industry sectors supplying the proposed Mesaba One plant were adjusted
to the requirements of the sector modeling in the IMPLAN model including such industry
specific sectors as Power Boiler and Heat Exchanger Manufacturing; Turbine and
Turbine Generator Set Units Manufacturing; Electric Power and Specialty Transformer
manufacturing; Electric Power Generation; and Power and Communication Line and
Related Structures Construction, among others.
Production functions addressed in the gross absorption tables for the industrial sectors of
the input-output modeling were adjusted to reflect estimates for the Mesaba One plant
construction and operations demand changes.
Benchmark (economic base) and impact (additional plant) models were constructed for
the regional Arrowhead seven-county economy and the State of Minnesota economy.
Employment
Estimates for labor costs (escalated, with contractor profit and contingency) were
provided by Excelsior. A cost estimate summary was reported to BBER from
comparable plant construction and operation ratios, including labor cost for requirements
such as feed handling, slurry preparation, air separation, cooling water, gasification, slag
handling, sulfur recoveiy, power block, balance of plant, common E & I, water treatment,
wastewater collection, common mechanic, and others.
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
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IMPLAN measures of direct, indirect, and induced employment follow from assumptions
in the model concerning the estimation of megawatts of energy produced, and the number
of jobs created to deliver the production of energy to the economy. Individual plant
efficiencies and individual plant allocations of permanent, temporary, and part-time
employment can alter the model's job estimation.
Inflation
The most recent IMPLAN data available for modeling these impacts are for industry
sectors in the year 2003. These 2003 impacts were then inflated to show 2005 dollars in
the tables of this report, using the industry specific deflators from the IMPLAN model.

I. Mesaba One Impact Findings

All of the following tables (Tables 1 throu'gh 6) use the estimated values of Mesaba One's direct
expenditures on the Iron Range Arrowhead Region as the original input for the model. Direct
expenditures are listed in the column labeled, "Direct Effect." "Indirect Effect" measures the
amount of increased spending between commercial, government and service industries, and
"Induced Effect" measures the amount of increased spending by residential households. 'Total
Effect" is the sum of Direct, Indirect, and Induced Effects.
The "Value Added," "Employment," and "Outpuf' totals in Tables 2a through c, and 4a through
4c show Mesaba One's economic impacts across the State of Minnesota. These totals
incorporate the economic impacts that Mesaba One is likely to have on the Arrowhead Region,
which are shown in the corresponding "Value Added." "Employment," and "Output" columns in
Tables la through lc. and 3a through 3c. (For instance, Table Ib shows that Mesaba One's
construction expenditures are expected to have a "Total Effect" of S2.2 billion in spending
across the State. This $2.2 billion incorporates; and is not in addition to, the Si.96 billion in
"Total Effects" that Mesaba One is expected to generate in the Arrowhead Region, as shown in
Table 2b.).
None of the tables that show Mesaba One's yearly employment impacts add the total number of
jobs-created across all 45 months of construction. Although IMPLAN required that each
calendar year of construction be modeled as a separate event, each job created by construction
activity may carry through all calendar years as the same job, and could thus be counted more
than once (For instance, the engineers, project managers, and installers that Mesaba One will
employ for year 2008 might still be employed by Mesaba One in year 2011.)
Construction

Year
Bureau ofE
5
Labovitz Sc
2008
t/mvt
2009
2010

Table 1 Summary: Arrowhead Construction Impacts,
Mesaba One, 2008-2011 (2005 Dollars)
Value Added
Employment
Totals S
7bra/s
Output Totals S
$135,141.055

1,746

S477. 749.810

$276,740.596

3.521

S915.863.165

S149.304.573

1.873

5464.076,598

2011

525.977,172

344

Tolal

S587.163.396

N/A

S102.039.831
51,959.729,404

Table 1 summarizes the total effects of Mesaba One's direct construction expenditures, as
detailed in Tables la through Ic. The column on the right (labeled "Output Totals") shows that
Mesaba One's overall construction expenditure of SI.6 billion (direct effect) is calculated to
create an additional $399 million (indirect and induced effects) in further spending—resulting in
economic activity totaling $ 1.96 billion. The column on the left (labeled "Value Added Totals")
measures the economic impact of the S369 million that Mesaba One is expected to use to pay for
wages, rents, interest, and profits, and is estimated to result in an additional $218 million in
commercial, government, services and consumer spending for a total of $587 million. The
column in the center (labeled "Employment Totals") shows the total number of jobs that Mesaba
One will create in the Arrowhead Region by directly employing construction workers. The
column shows that in the peak calendar-year of construction, Mesaba One is expected to directly
employ nearly 1,555 workers for project construction, which will result in the creation of nearly
3.521 jobs in the Region.
The Construction Impact findings in Tables la through Ic are detailed in separate tables by study
area. Each table is further broken-down by year, and by effect.
Table la: Study Area 1: Arrowhead Region
Table la shows the impact of Mesaba One's construction expenditures on the seven-county
Arrowhead Region over the 45 months of construction required to build Mesaba One. "Value
Added" measures the economic impact of capital that Mesaba One specifically expects to spend
on wages, rents, interest, and profits related to construction.
As Table la illustrates, Mesaba One expects to directly spend a total of $369 million on wages,
rents, interest, and profits, which in turn will generate an additional $218 million in further
spending (for a total of $587 million). Dividing total value added impact ($587 million) by
direct expenditures ($369 million) results in a value added multiplier of 1.59. This means that
for each dollar that Mesaba One expends on wages, rents, interest, and profits related to
construction, the economy will spend another $0.59.
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Table 1a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Construction,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One, 2008-2011
Source: IMPLAN
Value Added in 2005 S

Years
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total

Direct Effect
$82,554,056
174,375,360
96.690,584
15,025,058
368,645,058

Indirect Effect
$29,671,423
55,856,384
27,729,635
6,482,382
119,739,824

Induced Effect
$22,915,575
46,508,850
24,884,357
4,469,732
98.778.514

Total Effect
5135.141,055
276,740,596
149,304,573
25,977,172
587,163,396

Table Ib shows the economic impact of Mesaba One's total expenditures over four years of
construction. Based on direct-expenditures of SI.6 million, Mesaba One is expected to create
$399 million in further spending activity in the region. The ratio of Total Effect to Direct Effect
(SI.96 billion to $1,56 billion) results in an output multiplier of 1.26 for the region.
Table 1b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Construction,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One, 2008-2011
Source:
IMPLAN
Years

Output fn 2005 S

Direct Effect

Indirect Effect

Induced Effect

Total Effect

2008
2009
2010
2011

5381,471,424
729,280,832
368,592,896
81,850,384

558,659,597
110,232,616
54,633,279
12,851,745

$37,618,792
76,349,717
40,850,410
7,337,702

$477,749,810
915,863,165
464.076,598
102,039,831

Total

1.561,195,536

236,377,237

162,156,621

1,959,729,404

Table Ic shows Mesaba One's impact on employment in the seven-county Arrowhead Region
over the 45 months of plant construction. This table shows that ever,,'job that Mesaba One
creates during the construction-period will result in the creation of additional jobs. Table 1 c
shows that Mesaba One will create 1,555 full-time, part-time, and temporary jobs during the
peak construction year, which in turn will cause the creation of almost 1,966 jobs throughout
other sectors.
Table 1c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Construction,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One, 2008-2011
Source: IMPLAN
Employment

Years
2008
2009
2010
2011

Direct Effect
736
1,555
862
134

Indirect Effect
559
1,050
520
122

Induced Effect
451
916
490
88

Total Effect
1,746
3,521
1.873
344

Note: Employment impacts from construction cannot be summed for a totalpver the four year construction period.
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Study Area 2: State of Minnesota
Table 2 summarizes the total effects of
Mesaba One's direct construction
expenditures on the State, as illustrated
in Tables 2a, through c. The column on
the right (labeled "Output Totals")
shows that Mesaba One's overall

construction expenditure of $1.6 billion

2009

Mesaba One, 2008-2011 (2005 Dollars)
™ff*«
**%£<*
Output Totals $
$170,310,559
2.118
$538,716,607
$341,358,521
4,iaa
$1,027,748,103

2010

$180,646,455

2oo8

2,188

$518,310,750

is calculated to create an additional
2011
$33.978.579
432
$115,924.391
$640 million in further spending—
Total
$726.294,314
N/A
$2,200,699,856
resulting in economic activity totaling
$2.2 billion. The column on the left (labeled "Value Added Totals") measures the economic
impact of the S369 million that Mesaba One is expected to use specifically to pay for wages,
rents, interest, and profits, and is estimated to result in an additional $358 million in spending in
the State. The column in the center (labeled "Employment Totals") shows the number of jobs
that Mesaba One will create across the State by directly employing construction workers. The
column shows that in the peak calendar-year of construction, Mesaba One is expected to directly
employ nearly 1,555 workers in construction projects, which will result in the creation of over
4,188 jobs in Minnesota.
Table 2a shows the detailed impact of Mesaba One's construction expenditures on the entire
State over the 45 months of construction required to build Mesaba One. "Value Added"
measures the economic impact of capital that Mesaba One specifically expects to spend on
wages, rents, interest, and profits related to construction.
As Table 2a illustrates, Mesaba One expects to directly spend a total of S369 million on wages,
rents, interest, and profits, which in turn will generate an additional $356 million in further
spending (for a total of $726 million). Dividing total value added impact ($726 million) by
direct expenditures ($356 million) results in a-value added multiplier of 1.97. This means that
for each dollar that Mesaba One expends on wages, rents, interest, and profits related to
construction, the economy wilt spend another $0.94.
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Source: IMPLAN

Years
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total

Table 2a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Construction,
Minnesota, Mesaba One, 2008-2011
Value Added in 2005 $

Direct Effect
S82, 550.416
174,388,832
96,685,608
15,024,376
368,649,232

Indirect Effect

Induced Effect

550,174,788
92,497,581
44,975,279
11,316,541
198,964,189

$37,585,453
74,472,103
38.985,569
7,637,762
158,680,887

Total Effect
$170,310,659
341,358,521
180,646,455
33,978,679
726.294,314

Table 2b shows the economic impact of Mesaba One's total expenditures over four years of
construction. Based on direct-expenditures of more than SI.6 billion, Mesaba One is expected to
create $638 million in further economic activity. The ratio of Total Effect to Direct Effect (S2.2
billion to SI.6 billion) results in an economic multiplier of 1.41 for the State.
Table 2b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Construction.
Minnesota, Mesaba One, 2008-2011
Source:
IMPLAN

Years
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total

Direct Effect
$381,471,424
729,280,832
368,592,896
81,850,384
1,561,195,536

Output in 2005 S
Induced Effect
Indirect Effect
562,641,711
$94,603,475
174,344,717
124,122,542
64,978,869
84,738,980
21,345,271
12,728,736
264,471,858
375,032,443

Total Effect
5538,716,607
1,027,748,108
518,310.750
115,924,391
2,200,699,856

Table 2c shows Mesaba One's impact on employment in the State, over the 45 months of plant
construction. This table shows that every job that Mesaba One creates during the constructionperiod will result in the creation of additional jobs. Table 2c shows that Mesaba One will create
1,555 full-time, pan-time, and temporary jobs during the peak construction year, which in turn
will cause the creation of more than 2,633 jobs throughout other sectors of the State.
Table 2c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Construction,
Minnesota, Mesaba One, 2008-2011
Employment
Source: IMPLAN

Years

2008
2009
2010
2011

Direct Effect
736
1,555
862
134

Indirect Effect
766
1,412
687
173

Induced Effect
616
1,221
639
125

Total Effect
2,118
4.188
2,188
432

Note: Employment impacts from construction cannot be summed for a total over the four year construction period.
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Operations
Tables 3 a through c show the economic effects that Mesaba One is expected to have on the
Arrowhead Region during the calendar-year of start-up, the first year of operations, and a typical
year of operations. It is important to note that unlike the effects of Mesaba One's construction
expenditures, which are singular, this report assumes that the Arrowhead Region will reap the
benefits of Mesaba One's typical-year operations expenditures annually for the life of the plant.
Study Area 1: Arrowhead Region
Table 3 summarizes Tables 3a through c,
Table 3
Summary:Arrowhead Operations Impacts,
Mesaba One, 2011,2012 and Typical Year(2005 Dollars)

Showing the total economic effects Of
, .
, °
. ..
•
..
„

Mesaba One s direct expenditures for
operations on the Arrowhead
Region. The
„
Value Added
Employment
to
.
Years
Totals S
Totals
Output Totals
right-most column (labeled "Output
65
$122.379,572
2011
S84.749,275
Totals") displays the economic effects that
2012 5257723.155
185
$372.157.528
Mesaba One's total expenditures for
Typical
$370,182,128
250
$534,550,504
operations are expected to have on the
Region. In a typical year, Mesaba One is expected to directly produce $440 million in output,
thereby generating a total of S:535 million in economic activity across the Arrowhead Region.
The left-most column (labeled "Value Added Totals") shows the economic impact of the money
that Mesaba One expects to specifically use to pay for wages, rents, interest, and profits related
to operations. During a typical year, it is predicted that Mesaba One will directly expend S316
million to meet these costs, which should result in total spending of S370 million. The center
column (labeled "Employment Totals") measures the number of jobs that Mesaba One is likely
to indirectly create by directly creating jobs in operations. Over a typical year, Mesaba One is
likely to employ 107 workers in operations, which should result in the creation of nearly 250
jobs in total across the Region.
Table 3a shows the Value Added impacts that Mesaba One's specific spending on wages, rents,
interest, and profits is expected to have on the seven-county Arrowhead Region. The Table
shows that in a typical year, Mesaba One is expected to directly spend around S316 million to
meet these expenditures, which should create a total of more than $370 million in spending
throughout the rest of the Region. The economic multiplier is 1.17, the ratio of "Total Effect" to
"Direct Effect" ($370 million to S316 million).
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Table 3a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One, 2011, 2012, and Typical Year

Source: IMPLAN
Years
2011
2012
Typical

Direct Effect
$72,374,824
220,092,400
316,130,944

Value Added in 2005 $
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
53,324,928
10,111,119
14,523.178

59,049,515
27,519,644
39,527.991

Total Effect
584,749.275
257,723,155
370,182,128

Table 3b shows the Output impacts on the seven-county Arrowhead Region of Mesaba One's
expenditures for operations. As illustrated by Table 3b, Mesaba One is expected to produce
$440 million in output in a typical year, which should result in a total of $535 million in
spending region-wide. The economic multiplier is 1.22 (S535 million to $440 million).
Table 3b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One, 2011, 2012, and Typical Year
Source: IMPLAN

Years

Output in 2005$

Direct Effect

2011
2012
Typical

3100,687,976
306,192,928
439,801,888

Indirect Effect
$6,842,714
20,808727
29,888,751

Induced Effect
514,848,982
45,155,868
64,859,878

Total Effect
$122,379,672
372,157,528
534,550,504

Table 3c shows the impacts that Mesaba One's creation of permanent operations jobs is expected
to have on the seven-county Arrowhead Region. In a typical year. Mesaba One is expected to
employ 107 people in operations, which should result in the creation of 250 jobs total across the
region.

Source: IMPLAN

Years
2011
2012
Typical

Table 3c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One, 2011, 2012, and Typical Year
Employment

Direct Effect
28
79
107

Indirect Effect

Induced Effect

9
25
34

29
81
109

Total Effect
65
185
250

Table 3d shows Employment impacts from Operations for the Arrowhead Region. Total jobs are
ranked by industry sector for the Typical Year.
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Table 3d: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One, Typical Year, by Industry Sector
Sou/re: tMPLAN

Projected Employment

IMPLAN Sector

Direct

Power generation and supply

indirect

Total

Induced

107

0

0

107

Food services and drinking places

0

4

15

19

Commercial machinery repair and maintenance

0

8

0

9

Hospitals

0

0

6

6

Offices of physicians- dentists- and other health

0

0

6

6

Nursing and residential care facilities

0

0

5

5

General merchandise stores

0

0

5

5

Food and beverage stores

0

0

4

4

Wholesale trade

0

1

3

4

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

0

0

3

3

•o

0

3

3

Automotive repair and maintenance - except car wash

0

0

3

3

Securities- commodity contracts- investments

0

1

2

3

Private households

0

0

3

3

Nonstore retailers

0

0

3

3

Legal services

0

2

1

3

Miscellaneous store retailers

0

0

3

3

Other mainlenance and repair construction

0

2

0

2

Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation

0

1

2

2

Rail transportation

0

2

0

2

Building material and garden supply stores

0

0

2

2

107

21

69

197

Social assistance - except child day care services

Study Area 2: State of Minnesota
Table 4 encapsulates the information shown
Table 4 Summary: Minnesota Operation Impacts,
in Tables 4a through 4c, showing the total
Mesaba One, 2011, 2012 and Typical Year (2005 Dollars)
economic effects of Mesaba One's direct
Value Added
Employment
expenditures for operations on the State of •
Years
Totals $
Output Totals $
Totals
2011
$89,463.990
$130.416,708
72
Minnesota, The column on the right shows
2012
$272,060.689
S396.598.203
199
that the $440 million that Mesaba One
$390.775.856
Typical
273
$569,656.026
expects to produce in output in a typical
year is expected to result in total spending
of S570 million across Minnesota. The column on the left estimates that in a typical year,
Mesaba One will spend S316 million on wages, rents, interest, and profits related to operations,
which should ultimately result in spending of $391 million across the State. The column in the
center shows that the 107 new jobs that Mesaba will create in a typical year, which will cause the
creation of a total of 273 jobs across the State.
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Table 4a shows Value Added impacts that Mesaba One's specific spending on wages, rents,
interest, and profits is expected to have on the State of Minnesota. The table shows that every
dollar that Mesaba One spends on wages, rents, interest, and profits related to operations will
result in a total of SO.24 spent across the State (S391 million over S316 million equals 1.24).
Table 4a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Operations,

Minnesota, Mesaba One, 2011, 2012, and Typical Year
Source: IMPLAN
Years

2011
2012
Typical

Value Added in 2005 $

Direct Effect
$72,374,136
220,090,320
316,127,936

Indirect Effect
$4,709,080
14,320,354
20,569,108

Induced Effect
512,380,769
37,650,012
54,078,804

Total Effect
589,463,990
272,060,689
390,775,856

Table 4b shows Output impacts of Mesaba One's operations expenditures on the State of
Minnesota. Every dollar that Mesaba One spends for operations in general is expected to result
in total spending of SI.30 (the ratio of S571 million To $440 million is 1.30).
Table 4b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Operations,
Minnesota, Mesaba One, 2011, 2012, and Typical Year
Source: IMPLAN

Output in 2005 $

Direct Effect

Years
2011
2012
Typical

$100,687,976
306,192,928
439,801,888

Indirect Effect
59,090,586
27,644,551
39,707,386

Induced Effect
$20,638,139
62,760,741
90,146,735

Total Effect
$130,416,708
396,598,203
569,656,026

Table 4c shows the impacts of Mesaba One's creation of operations jobs on employment in
Minnesota.
Table 4c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Operations,
Minnesota, Mesaba One, 2011, 2012, and Typical Year
Source: IMPLAN

Years

Employment

Direct Effect

Indirect Effect

Induced Effect

Total Effect

2011

28

11

33

72

2012
Typical

78
107

30
42

91
125

199
273
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Review of the State and Region

Table 5: Mesaba Energy, State and Regional Review of
Construction Impacts on the Arrowhead Region and Minnesota,
Mesaba One. 2008-201 1 . Value Added, Output (2005 Dollars)
Value Added S

Output $

Source:
IMP LAN
MN
2008

ARR
MN

2009

ARR
MN

2010

ARR
MN

2011

ARR

MN

_ ..
Total

ARR

Direct

Indirect

Total

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

Induced

$82,550,416

$50,174,788

$37,585,453

$170,310,659

$381,471,424

$94,603,475

$62,641,711

82,554,056

29.671,423

22,915,575

135,141.055

381,471,424

58,659.597

37,618.792

477,749.810

174,388,832

92,497,581

74,472,103

341,358,521

729,280,832

174,344,717

124,122.542

1,027,748,108

174,375,360

55,856,384

46,508,850

276,740,596

729,280.832

110,232,616

76.349.717

915.863.165

96,685,608

44,975,279

38,985,569

180,646,455

368,592,896

84,738,980

64,978,869

518,310,750

96,690.584

27,729.635

24.884.357

149,304,573

368.592.896

54,633.279

40,850.410

464,076.598

15,024,376'

11,316,541

7,637,762

33,978,679

81,850,384

21,345,271

12,728,736

115,924,391

15,025,058

6.482,382'

4,469,732

25,977,172

81.850,384

12,851,745

7.337,702

102,039,831

368,649,232

198,964,189

158,680,887

726,294,314

1,561,195,536

375,032,443

264,471,858

2,200,699,856

368,645,058

119.739.824

98.778,514

587,163.396

1,561,195,536

236,377,237

162,156,621

1,959.729,404

$538,716,607

Table 6: Mesaba Energy, State and Regional Review of
Operations Impacts on the Arrowhead Region and Minnesota,
Mesaba One. 2010. 2011. and Tvoical Year. Value Added, Output (2005 Dollars)
Value Added S

Output $

Source:

IMPLAN

Direct

MN
ARR
MN

201

°

2011

ARR

MN
ARR

_ . .
Typical

Indirect

Induced

Total

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total
$130,416.708

$72,374,136

4,709,08(1

12,380,769

89,463,990

$100,687,976

$9,090,586

$20,638,139

72,374,824

3.324.92EI

9.049,515

84,749.275

100,687,976

6.842,714

14.848,982

122,379,672

220,090,320

14,320,354

37,650,012

272,060,689

306,192,928

27.644,551

62,760,741

396,598,203

220,092,400

10.111,11£i

27,519.644

257,723,155

306,192,928

20,808,727

45,155,868

372.157,528

316,127,936

20,569,10£:

54,078,804

390,775,856

439,801,888

39,707,386

90,146,735

569,656,026

316,130.944

14,523.176

39.527.991

370.182,128

439,80.1.888

29,888.751

64,859.878

534.550.504
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IV. Conclusions
This study applies an economic multiplier analysis and input/output model that was created in
Minnesota by the Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc., and is used by other state governments and
the USD A Forest Service, among others.
This economic analysis from the UMD Labovitz School's research bureau reports the Mesaba
Energy project's direct effects, plus the additional spending effects that it is expected to cause in
the greater economy of the Arrowhead Region and the State of Minnesota.
With the completion of the construction phase for Unit One, it is estimated that the Mesaba
Energy Project will have generated $2.2 billion in spending across the State of Minnesota (with
SI.96 billion of that spending occurring in the Arrowhead Region) by directly expending
approximately SI.6 billion on construction.
During the peak year of construction, Mesaba One will also have created 4,188 full-time, parttime, and temporary jobs (3,521 of those in the Arrowhead Region) by directly employing nearly
1,555 people.
When operations for the Mesaba Energy project reach "typical year" capacity, it is estimated to
generate S570 million in spending across the State of Minnesota (with $535 million of that
spending occurring in the Arrowhead Region) by directly producing $440 million in output.
During a typical year of operations, Mesaba One will create 273 full-time, pan-time, and
temporary jobs (with nearly 250 of those in the Arrowhead Region) by directly employing 107
people.
The Minnesota Legislature and Excelsior Energy, Inc. can be proud of the Mesaba Energy
Project's positive impact on development and growth in the Arrowhead Region and the State.
Special considerations
Special considerations for interpreting these impact numbers: Regional indirect and induced
effects are driven by assumptions in the model. One problem is that the assumptions can mask
the true multiplier. This is especially true of the assumption of constant returns to scale: This
assumption most affects induced effects and says that if I drink coffee, and my income increases.
I will drink proportionally more than before. The amount of weight placed on the induced effects
(the percentage of the total induced effect you would want to use) can be further analyzed with
an in-depth impact study, involving much more specific data collection and more detailed
analysis.
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Construction costs may be larger due to commodity prices, banker's fees, and interest payments.
Any differences would affect the estimates given here.
Readers are also encouraged to remember the BBER was asked to supply an economic impact
analysis only. Any subsequent policy recommendations should be based on the "big picture" of
total impact. A more detailed cost-benefit analysis would be needed to assess the total
environmental, social, and governmental impacts.
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Appendix A: Mesaba Two Impacts
About the Project:
This 2006 update report also includes modeling for Mesaba Two (or Unit 2). As with the 2005
impact study, construction and operations impacts are modeled for two study areas, the State of
Minnesota and the Arrowhead Region. This report assesses the economic impact on the
Arrowhead Region and the State of Minnesota by the construction and operation of the
Mesaba Two plant, which Excelsior currently has plans to develop and construct on the
same or an additional site. Impacts include:
• An additional non-recurring 5380 million in increased business and household
spending on Mesaba Unit Two across the Arrowhead region, which will ultimately
result in a non-recurring S608 million in increased spending throughout the State.
driven by spending on construction.
• Over the course of the Mesaba Two construction period 2010-2013 full-time, parttime and temporary construction jobs peak at 1.483.
• An additional 1,845 new full-time, part-time, and temporary jobs during the peak
year in other sectors across the Arrowhead Region, as a result of the creation of Mesaba
Two construction jobs.
• An additional recurring S101 million in increased spending across the Arrowhead
Region for Mesaba Two. which will ultimately result in a recurring S137 million in
increased spending throughout the State, generated by spending on operations.
• $467 million in direct spending on Mesaba Two operations during a typical plantyear (modeled as year 2015). recurring for the life of the plant.
• A total of over 78 full-time, part-time, and temporary jobs in Mesaba Two
operations, assuming it is located at the same site as Mesaba One.
• An additional 121 new full and part-time jobs in other sectors across the region,
caused by the creation of jobs in the typical year of operations of Mesaba Two.
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Summary Tables, Construction and Operations:
Table A-1: Summary: Economic Impacts of Mesaba Two's Construction Expenditures,
State of Minnesota and Arrowhead Region, 2010-2013 (2005 Dollars)
Source: IMPLAN
Minnesota

Arrowhead Reqion
Years

2010
2011
2012
2013
Total

Value Added
Totals $

577,790,922
179,250,497
107,394,555
22,616,519
387,052,493

Employment
Totals

Output Totals S

1,446

5230,054,141

3,328

515,993,466
304,346,698
73,666,308
1,124,060,613

1,993
422
NA

Value Added
Totals S

$105,165,061
239,166,505
142,222,968
32,136,934
518,691,468

Employment
Totals

1,731
3,944
2,348
525
NA

Output Totals J

$277,479,769
619,738,963
364,637,159
90,182,823
1,352,038,714

Table A-2: Mesaba Two, Top Employment Impacts from Construction,
Arrowhead Region and Minnesota, Peak Construction Year 2009, by Industry Sector
Source: IMPLAN
Arrowhead
Jobs
MN
Other new construction

1,526

Other new construction

Architectural and engineering services

244

Architectural and engineering services

Food services and drinking places

140

Jobs
1.527
297

Employment services

159

Wholesale trade

75

Food services and drinking places

158
122

Employment services

64

Wholesale trade

Automotive repair and maintenance- except car wash

62

Food and beverage stores

64

General merchandise stores

58

Real estate

62

Food and beverage stores

57

Automotive repair and maintenance- except car wash

60

Hospitals

50

General merchandise stores

59

Services to buildings and dwellings
Offices of physicians- dentists- and other health
practitioners

45

Services to buildings and dwellings

57

44

55
54

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

42

Hospitals
Offices of physicians- dentists- and other health
practitioners

Securities--commodity contracts- investments

39

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

45

Nonstore retailers

37

Nursing and residential care .facilities

41

Nursing and residential care facilities

37

Miscellaneous store retailers

35

Miscellaneous store retailers

34

Social assistance- except child day care services

34

Building material and garden supply stores

27

Nonstore retailers

33

'This total includes all construction activity from across the region and State.
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Table A-3: Summary: Economic Impact of Mesaba Two's Operations Expenditures, 2013,
2014, and Typical Year (2005 Dollars)
Source: IMPLAN

Years

Value Added
Totals S

Employment
Totals

Value Adced
Tdals S

Output Totals S

2013

563,283,345

35

591,332,450

2014

319,679.967

147

Typical

392,733.837

182

Emp:oyment
Totals

Output Tc'.ais
S

$66,803.896

38

597.383,799

461,624,419

337.464,263

161

491.940.662

567.115.661

414.582,151

199

604.359.788

Table A-4: Top Operations Employment Impacts by Industrial Sector,
Ranked, Arrowhead Region and Minnesota, Typical Year
Source: IMPiAN
Arrowhead

Jobs

Power generation and supply

78.3

Power generation and supply

78

Food services and drinking places

13.8

Food services and drinking places

13

WN

Jobs

Commercial machinery repair and maintenance

6.2

Commercial machinery repair and maintenance

6

Hospitals
Offices of physicians- dentists- and other health
practitioners

4.6

Wholesale trade

5

4.1

Hospitals

4

Nursing and residential care facilities

3.4

Offices of physicians- dentists- and oiher health

4
4

General merchandise stores

3.3

Real estate

Food and beverage stores

3.2

Food ard beverage stores

3

Wholesale trade

2.8

Nursing and residential care facilities

3

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

2.4

General merchandise stores

3

Securities- commodity contracts- investments

2.3

Employment services

3

Social assistance- except child day care services

2.3

Social assistance- except child day care services

3

Automotive repair and maintenance- except car wash

2.3

Legal services

3

Private households

2.2

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

2

Nonstore retailers

2.1

Other maintenance and repair construction

2

Legal services

2.1

Automotive repair and maintenance- except car wash

2

Miscellaneous store retailers

1.9

Private households

2

Other maintenance and repair construction
Monetary authorities and depository credit
intermediation

1.6

Miscellaneous store retailers

2

1.6

Nonstore retailers

2

Rail transportation

1 .5

Colleges- universities- and junior colleges

2

Building material and garden supply stores

1.5
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Detailed Tables:
Table A-5: Summary: Arrowhead Construction Impacts,
Mesaba Two, 2010-2013 (2005 Dollars)

_

Construction
Years

Table A-5 summarizes the total
effects of Mesaba Two's direct
construction expenditures, as detailed
in Tables A-5a through c.

Value Added
Tofa/sj

Employment
Totals

Output Totals $

2012
2013

$77.790,922
1/9.250,497
107,394,555
22,615.519

1.446
3.328
1,993
422

$230.054,141
515.993,466
304.346,698
73.666.308

Total

387.052.493

NA

1.124.060,613

2010
2on

Table A-5a: Study Area 1:
Arrowhead Region
Table A-5a shows the impact of Mesaba Two's construction expenditures on the sevencounty Arrowhead Region over the 45 months of construction required to build Mesaba
Two. "Value Added" measures the economic impact of capital that Mesaba Two
specifically expects to spend on wages, rents, interest, and profits related to construction.

Table A-5a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Construction,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba Two, 2010-2013
Source: IMPLAN
Value Added in 2005 $

Years
2010
2011
2012
2013
Total

Direct Effect
$35,258,960
83,170,592
50,491 ,456
9,354,428
178,275,436

Indirect Effect
523,476,498
52,055,793
30,487,632
7,777,546
113.797,469

Induced Effect
$19,055,460
44,024,118
26,415,466
5,484,546
94,979,590

Total Effect
$77,790,922
179,250,497
107,394,555
22,616,519
387,052,493

Table A-5b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Construction,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba Two, 2010-2013
Source:
IMPLAN

Years
2010
2011
2012
2013
Total

Direct Effect
$152,414,256
341,026,912
200,869,216
49,252,080
743,562,464

Output in 2005 $
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
$46,358,066
$31,281,817
102,695,883
72,270,672
60,113,510
43,363,975
15,410,587
9,003,642
224,578,046
155,920,106
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Total Effect
$230,054,141
515,993,466
304,346,698
73,666,308
1,124,060,613

Table A-5c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Construction,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba Two, 2010-2013
Source: IMPLAN
Employment

Years
2010
2011
2012
2013

Direct Effect
629
1,483
900
167

Indirect Effect

Induced Effect

442
978
573
147

Total Effect
1.446
3,328
1,993
422

375
867
520
108

Note: Employment impacts from construction cannot be summed for a total over the four year construction period.

Study Area 2: State of Minnesota
Table A-6 summarizes the total
effects of Mesaba Two's direct
construction expenditures on the
State, as illustrated in Tables ASa, through c.

Table A-6: Summary:
Minnesota Construction Impacts, Mesaba Two,
2010-2013 (2005 Dollars)
Value Added
Employment
Totals $
Totals
Output Totals S

Yecrs

2010
2011
2012
2013
Total

3105.165.061
239,166,505
142.222.968
32,136.934
518.691,468

1.731
3,944
2,348
525
NA

5277,479,769
619,738,963
364,637,159
90.182.823
1,352.038.714

Table A-6a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Construction,
Minnesota, Mesaba Two, 2010-2013
Source: IMPLAN

Years
2010
201 1
2012
2013
Total

Direct Effect
S35,257,-228
83,170,672
50,489,544
9,354,054
$178,271,498

Value Added in 2005 S
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
539,154,761
$30,753,073
85,834,720
70,161,116
49,934,699
41,798.722
13,491,286
9,291,594
$188,415,466
$152,004,505
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Total Effect'
5105,165,061
239,166,505
142,222,968
32,136,934
$518,691,468

Table A-6b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Construction,
Minnesota, Mesaba Two, 2010-2013
Source:
IMPLAN

Direct Effect
$152.414,256
341,026,912
200,869,216
49,252.080
$743,562,464

Years
2010
2011
2012
2013
Total

Output in 2005$
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
551,255,599
$73,809,906
116,938,093
161,773,973
94,101,083
69,666,858
15,485,128
25,445,615
$355,130,577
$253,345,678

Total Effect
$277,479,769
619,738,963
364,637,159
90,182,823
$1,352,038,714

Table A-6c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Construction,
Minnesota, Mesaba Two. 2010-2013

Source: IMPLAN
Years
2010
2011
2012
2013

Direct Effect
629
1,482.
900
167

Employment
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
598
504
1,311
1,150
685
763
152
206

Total Effect
1,731
3,944
2,348
525

Note: Employment impacts from construction cannot be summed for a total over the four year construction period.

Operations
Tables A-7 a through c show the economic effects that Mesaba Two is expected to have
on the Arrowhead Region during the calendar-year of start-up, the first year of
operations, and a typical year of operations. It is important to note that unlike the effects
of Mesaba Two's construction expenditures, which are singular, this report assumes that
the Arrowhead Region will reap the benefits of Mesaba Two's typical-year operations
expenditures annually for i:he life of the plant.
Study Area 1: Arrowhead Region
Table A-7 summarizes Tables A-7a
through C, Showing the total economic
«.
A,
, ^
, ,effects Ot Mesaba Two S direct

expenditures for operations on the

Table A-?: summary:
Arrowhead Operations Impacts, Mesaba Two,
2013, 2014 and Typical Year (2005 Dollars)
Value Added
Employment

Years

Totals

*

Totals

output Totals

2013

$63,283,345

35

$91,382,450

2014
Typical

319,679.967
392,733.837

147
182

461.624,419
567.115.661

Arrowhead Region.
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Table A-7a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba Two, 2013, 2014, and Typical Year
Source: IMPLAN
Years

2013
2014

Direct Effect
554,043,192
273,002,752
335.389,856

Typical

Value Added in 2005 S
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
52,482,767
12,541,840
15,407,944

56,757,387
34,135,384
41,936,061

Total Effect
563,283,345
319,679,967
392,733,837

Table A-7b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba Two, 2013, 2014, and Typical Year
Source: IMPLAN
Years

2013
2014
Typical

Direct Effect
$75,184,984
379,801,888
466,594,880

Output in 20055
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
511,087,922
$5, 109,542
56,011,367
25,811,160
68,811,182
31,709,599

Total Effect
591,382,450
461,624,419
567,115,661

Table A-7c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba Two, 2013, 2014, and Typical Year
Source.- IMPLAN
Employment
Years
Total Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Direct Effect

2013
2014

Typical

15
63
78

5
20
25
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15
64
80

35
147
182

Table A-7d: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba Two, Typical Year, by Industry Sector
Source: IMPLAN
Projected Employment
Total
IMPLAN Sector
Direct
Indirect
Induced
Power generation and supply

78

0

0.3

78.3

Food services and drinking places

0

2.6

11.2

13.8

Commercial machinery repair and maintenance

0

6.1

0.1

6.2

Hospitals
Offices of physicians- dentists- and otner health
practitioners

0

0

4.6

4.6

0

0

4.1

4.1

Nursing and residential care facilities

0

0

3.4

3.4

General merchandise stores

0

0.1

3.3

3.3

Food and beverage stores

0

0.1

3.2

3.2

Wholesale trade

0

0.8

2.1

2.8

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

0

0

2.3

2.4

Securities- commodity contracts- investments

0

0.5

1.8

2.3

Social assistance- except child day care services
Automotive repair and maintenance- except car
wash

0

0

2.3

2.3

0

0.1

2.2

2.3

Private households

0

0

2.2

2.2

Nonstore retailers

0

0

2.1

2.1

Legal services

0

1.3

0.8

2.1

Miscellaneous store retailers

0

"o

1.9

1.9

Other maintenance and repair construction
Monetary authorities and depository credit
intermediation

0

1.6

0.1

1.6

0

0.5

1.1

1.6

Rail transportation

0

1.5

0

1.5

Building material and garden supply stores

0

0

1.5

1.5

Study Area 2: State of Minnesota
Table A-8 encapsulates the
information shown in Tables A-8a
through A-8c, showing the total
economic effects of Mesaba Two's
direct expenditures for operations
on the State of Minnesota.

Years

2013
2014
Typical

Table A-8: Summary:
Minnesota Operation Impacts, Mesaba Two,
2013, 2014 and Typical Year (2005 Dollars)
Value Added
Employment
Totals $
Totals
Output Totals^

$66.803,896
337:464,263
414.582.151
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38
161
199

$97.383,799
491.940,662
604.359.788

Table A-8a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Operations,
Minnesota, Mesaba Two, 2013, 2014, and Typical Year
Source: IMPLAN

Years

Direct Effect

2013
2014
Typical

354,042,684
273,000,192
335,386,656

Value Added in 2005 $
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
53,516,331
17,762,964
21,822,185

$9,244,876
46,701,102
57.373,318

Total Effect
$66,803,896
337,464,263
414,582,151

Table A-8b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts form Operations,
Minnesota, Mesaba Two, 2013, 2014, and Typical Year
Source: IMPLAN

Years

Direct Effect

2013
2014
Typical

575,184,984
379,801,888
466,594,880

Output in 2005$
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
56,788,057
34,290,300
42,126,376

315,410,759
77,848,464
95,638,530

Total Effect
597,383,799
491,940,662
604,359,788

Table A-8c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Operations,
Minnesota, Mesaba Two, 2013, 2014, and Typical Year
Source: IMP LAN

Years

Employment

Direct Effect
2013
2014
Typical

15

63
78

Indirect Effect

Induced Effect

6
25
30
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18
73
91

Total Effect

38
161
199

Table A-8d: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Operations,
Minnesota, Typical Year , by Industry Sector
Projected Employment
Source; IMPLAN

Direct

IMPLAN Sector

Indirect

Induced

Total

78

0

0

78

Food services and drinking places

0

2

11

13

Commercial machinery repair and maintenance

0

6

0

6

0

1

3

5
4

Power generation and supply

Wholesale trade
Hospitals

0

0

4

Offices of physicians- dentists- and Dther health

0

0

4

4

Real estate

0

1

3

4

Food and beverage stores

0

0

3

3

Nursing and residential care facilities

0

0

3

3

General merchandise stores

0

0

3

3

Employment services

0

2

1

3

0

3

3

Social assistance- except child day :are services

0

Legal services

0

2

1

3

Motor vehicle and parts dealers

0

0

2

2

Other maintenance and repair construction

0

2

0

2

Automotive repair and maintenance- except car wash

0

0

2

2

Private households

0

0

2

2

Miscellaneous store retailers

0

0

2

2
2
2

Nonstore retailers

0

0

2

Colleges- universities- and junior co leges

0

0

1
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Review of the State and Region

Table A-9 Mesaba Energy, State and Regional Review of
Construction Impacts on the Arrowhead Region and Minnesota,
Mesaba Two, 2010-2013, Value Added, Output (2005 Dollars)
Value Added S

Source:
IMPLAN

Direct*

Indirect

Output S

Induced

Total

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

$35,257,228

$39,154,761

530,753,073

$105,165,061

$152,414,256

$73,809,906

$51,255,599

$277,479,769

ARR

35,258.960

23,476,498

19,055.460

77,790.922

152,414,256

46,358,066

31,281,817

230.054,141

MN

83,170,672

85,834,720

70,161,116

239,166,505

341,026,912

161,773,973

116,938,093

619,738,963

ARR

83,170,592

52,055,793

44,024.118

179.250,497

341.026.912

102.695,883

72,270.672

515,993,466

MN

MN

2Q12

ARR

MN

2Q13

ARR

MN

_ . .
Total

50,489,544

49,934,699

41,798,722

142,222,968

200,869,216

94,101,083

69,666,858

364,637,159

50,491,456

30,487,632

26.415.466

107,394,555

200,869.216

60.113,510

43,363,975

304.346,698

9,354,054

13,491,286

9,291,594

32,136,934

49,252,080

25,445,615

15,485,128

90,182,823

9,354.428

7,777,546

5,484,546

22.616,519

49,252,080

15,410;587

9,003,642

73,666,308

178,271,498
$178, 275,436

ARR

188,415,466

152,004,505

518,691,468

743,562,464

355,130,577

253,345,678

1,352,038,714

$113,797,469

$94,979,590

5387,052.493

5743.562,464

5224,578,046

5155.920,106

$1,124,060.613

'Value added direct values have been adjusted to reflect differences in the Minnesota and Arrowhead Region.

Table A-10: Mesaba Energy, State and Regional Review of
Operations Impacts on the Arrowhead Reqion and Minnesota.
Mesaba Two, 2013, 2014, and Tvoical Year, Value Added, Output [2005 Dollars)
Value Added S

Source:
IMPLAN
MN
ARR

Induced

$54,042,684

$3,516,331

$9,244,876

Tots!
566,803,896

Direct
$75,184,984

indirect
$6,788,057

Induced

Tots!

515,410,759

$97,383,799

54,043,192

2.482.767

6.757,387

63,283.345

75,184.984

5,109,542

11.087,922

91.382.450

273,000,192
•
273,002,752

17,762,964

337,464,263
_
•
•
319,679,967

379,801,888
•
.
379,801.888

34,290,300

77,848,464

491,940,662

12,541,840

46,701,102
.
34,135,384

25,811,160

56,011,367

461.624,419

- i
Typical

' 335,386,656

21,822,185

57,373,318

414,582,151

466,594,880

42,126,376

95,638,530

604,359,788

5335,389.856

515,407.944

541,936.061

5392.733.837

5466,594.880

531,709.599

568,811,182

$567,115,661

ARR

ARR

Indirect

„,.
20l4

MN

MN

Direct'

Output S

T

"Value added direct values have been adjusted to reflect differences in the Minnesota and Arrowhead Region.
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Tables Summarizing v.he Combined Effects of Mesaba One and Mesaba Two
in Typical Years
Table A-11: Summary:
Arrowhead Region Operation Impacts, Mesaba One and Two,
Typical Year (2005 Dollars)
fears
Typical - MEP1
Typical - MEP2
Total

Value Added Totals $
370,182,128
392,733,837
762,915,965

Employment Totals
250
182
432

Output Totals $
534,550,504
567,115,661
1,101,666,165

Table A-11a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One and Two, Typical Year
Source:

IMPLAN
Years
Typical - MEP1
Typical - MEP2
Total

Direct
Effect
316,130,944
335,389,856
651,520,800

Value Added in 2005 $
Indirect
Induced
Total
Effect
Effect
Effect
39,527,991
370,182,128
14,523,178
15,407,944
41,936,061 392,733,837
29,931,122
81,464,052 762,915,965

Table A-11b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One and Two, Typical Year
Source:
IMPLAN

Years
Typical - MEP1
Typical - MEP2
Total

Output in 2005 $

Direct
Effect
439,801,888
466,594,880
906,396,768

Indirect
Effect
29,888,751
31,709,599
61,598,350

Induced
Total Effect
Effect
534,550,504
64,859,878
68,811,182
567,115,661
133,671,060 1,101,666,165

Table A-11c: Mesaba Energy. Employment Impacts from Operations,
Arrowhead Region, Mesaba One and Two, Typical Year
Source:

IMPLAN
Years
Typical MEP-1
Typical MEP-2
Total

Direct
Effect
107
78
185

Employment
Indirect
Induced
Effect
Effect
34
109
25
80
59
189
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Total
Effect
250
182
432

Table A-12: Summary:
Minnesota Operation Impacts, Mesaba One and Two,
Typical Year (2005 Dollars)
Years
Typical -MEP1
Typical -MEP2 !
Total

Value Added Totals $
390,775,856
414,582,151
805,358,007

Employment Totals
273

199
472

Output Totals $
569,656,026
604,359,788
1,174,015,814

Table A-12a: Mesaba Energy, Value Added Impacts from Operations,
Minnesota, Mesaba One and Two, Typical Year
Source:
IMPLAN
Years
Typical - MEP1
Typical - MEP2
Total

Direct
Effect
316,127,936
335,386,656
651;514,592

Value Added in 2005 $
Indirect
Induced
Effect
Effect
20,569,108
54,078.804
21,822,185
57,373,318
42,391,293
111,452,122

Total
Effect
390.775.856
414,582,151
805,358,007

Table A-12b: Mesaba Energy, Output Impacts from Operations,
Minnesota, Mesaba One and Two, Typical Year
Soiirce:
IMPLAN
Direct
Effect
439,801,888
466,594,880
906,396,768

Years
Typical - M E P 1
Typical - MEP2
Total

Output in 2005 £
Indirect
Induced
Effect
Effect
39,707,386
90,146,735
42,126,376
95,638,530
81,833,762
185,785;265

Total Effect
569,656.026
604,359,788
1,174,015,814

Table A-12c: Mesaba Energy, Employment Impacts from Operations,
Minnesota, Mesaba One and Two, Typical Year
Source:
IMPLAN
^'ears
Typical MEP-1
Typical MEP-2
Total

Direct
Effect
107
78
185

Employment
Indirect
Induced
Effect
Effect
42
125
30
91
72
216
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To tal
Effect
273
199
472

Appendix B: Input Output Background
Including:
IMPLAN sectoring scheme for important expenditures
Economic base data for study region, background to impact.
General description of input/output analysis
The mathematics of the model
Press coverages of the proposed plant funding progress.

IMPLAN Sectoring Scheme for Important Expenditures:
Some of the adjustments made to accommodate the IGCC technology were accomplished using a bridge
to IMPLAN industrial sectors frcm the national BEA table and the NAICS industry descriptions, as follows:

IMPLAN
30
41
238
285

BEA 1997
221100
230250
332410
333611

333

335311

Description
Power generation and supply
Other new construction
Power boiler and heat exchanger manufacturing
Turbine and turbine generator set units manufacturing
Electric power and specialty transformer
manufacturine

NAICs
2211
23*
33241
333611
335311

Economic Base Data for Study Region, Background to Impact:

For a description of the Region before the IGCC plant is added to the economy note the
following base model for industrial sectors of the seven county Arrowhead Region, ranked
descending by highest output.

Arrowhead Region, Ranked by Industry Output
Source: IMPLAN
IMPLAN
Sector Industry, most recent fMPLAN data year, 2003

Output in
millions of $

Employment
2,542

Value Added
in millions of S
S387

3,660

$365
$630

125
21

Paper and paperboard mills

509
467
465
503

Owner-occupied dwellings

$788

Hospitals
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other he

$770
$706

State & Local Education

$620

30
504

Power generation and supply

$614
$518
5487
$439
$417

0
8,133
6.495
14,117
1,265
10,867
12,269
1.769
3,667

$406

2,108

481
427
390
430

$1,299
S817

Iron ore mining

State & Local Non-Education
Food services and drinking places
Insurance carriers
Wholesale trade
Monetary authorities and depository credit
intermediation
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$373
$547
$620
S442

S518
$202
$224
$317

$286

Arrowhead Region, Ranked by Industry Output
Source: IMPLAN
IMPLAN
Sector Industry, most recent IMPLAN data year. 2003
114 Reconstituted wood product manufacturing
33 New residential 1-unit structures, non-farm
468 Nursing and residential care facilities
•499 Other Stale and local government enterprises
33 Commercial and institutional buildings
14
Logging
171 Other miscellaneous chemical product manufacturing
422
483
401
426
392
201
405
393
410
394
506
431
414
404
451
479
407
437
35
493
470
41
312
412
439
259
398
460
423
60
43
433
420
421
39
351
151
411
406
429
455

Telecommunications
Automotive repair and maintenance, except car
Motor vehicle and parts dealers
Securities, commodity contracts, investments
Rail transportation
Mineral woo! manufacturing
Food and beverage stores
Water transportation
General merchandise stores
Truck transportation
Federal Non-Military
Real estate
Periodical publishers
Building material and garden supply stores
Management of companies and enterprises
Hotels and motels, including casino hotels
Gasoline stations
Legal services
New residential additions and alterations, no
Civic, social, professional and similar organ
Social assistance, except child day care services
Other new construction
All other electronic component manufacturing
Non-store retailers
Architectural and engineering services
Construction machinery manufacturing
Postal service
Waste management and remediation services
Insurance agencies, brokerages, and related
Frozen food manufacturing
Maintenance and repair of nonresidential buildings
Accounting and bookkeeping services
Radio and television broadcasting
Cable networks and program distribution
Highway, street, bridge, and tunnel construct
Aircraft manufacturing
Other basic organic chemical manufacturing
Miscellaneous store retailers
Health and personal care stores
Funds, trusts, and other financial vehicles
Business support services

Output in
millions of S
S31G
S294
S265
$238
S236
S218
S196
S192
S181
S171
S161
$158
$156
S155
S155
S144
S134

Employment

S125

$125
$124
$106

S102
$101
S98
S98
S97
S95
S89
$85
S84
S80
$78
S75
S73
$73
$73
$69
S68
$67
S67
S66
$65
$65
$65
S63
S62
562
S62
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954
1.864
7;016
1,25)
2.879
1.182
475
882
2.892
2.271
2.697
672

552
3,078
304
3,651
1.369
1,626
821
737

1.801
759
2.467
2.433

1.198
972
1.7C6
2.818
780
479

2.C64
897
175
1.035
537
783
242
719

882
453
69
692
154
83
2,013
1.026
211
1.288

Value Added
in millions of S
$130
$114

S180
578
S120
S8S
S62
S93
$86
S134
S65
$97
$66
$105
$40

SI 22
$64
$125
586
$40
$82
556
$71
574
555
$45
$35
$54

S36
S16
550
545
$13
$48
J33
S68
521
S33
$37
$18
S17
531
516
$9
$44
$45
$8
$36

Arrowhead Region, Ranked by Industry Output
Source: IMPLAN
IMPLAN
Sector Industry, most recent IMPLAN data year, 2003
458 Services to buildings and dwellings
505 Federal Military
413 Newspaper publishers
485 Commercial machinery repair and maintenance
480 Other accommodations
478 Other amusement, gambling, and recreation industries
396 Pipeline transportation
447 Advertising and related seivices
492 Grantmaking and giving ard social advocacy or
466 Other ambulatory health «ire services
408 Clothing and clothing accessories stores
498 State and local government electric utilities
391 Air transportation
37
441
34
462
435
402
221
62
112
425
399
192
487
491
11
349
395
463
486
243
260
203
31
40
464
461
42
409
454
469
123
403
252
107

Manufacturing ana; industrial buildings
Custom computer programming services
New multifamily housing structures, nonfarm
Colleges, universities, and junior colleges
General and consumer gocids rental except vide
Furniture and home furnishings stores
Ferrous metal foundries
Fluid milk manufacturing
Sawmills
Non depository credit intermediation and related
activities
Couriers and messengers
Ready-mix concrete manufacturing
Personal care services
Religious organizations
Cattle ranching and farming
Travel trailer and camper manufacturing
Transit and ground passenger transportation
Other educational services
Household goods repair and maintenance
Machine shops
Mining machinery and equisment manufacturing
Iron and steel mills
Natural gas distribution
Water, sewer, and pipeline construction
Home health care services
Elementary and secondary schools
Maintenance and repair of (arm and nonfarm residence
structures
Sporting goods, hobby, bock and music stores
Employment services
Child day care services
Miscellaneous wood product manufacturing
Electronics and appliance stores
Fabricated pipe and pipe filling manufacturing
Cut and sew apparel manufacturing

Output in
millions of S

$56
$54
S54
553
$51
$50
S50
$49
$49
$46
$44
$42
$42
$41
541
540
$40

$38
S38
$37
$36
$35

1,261
1,371
564
475
711

1,038
80
403
607
435
1,106
96
182
431
571
392
771
415
605
234
66
165

$35
$34
S34
$33
$32
S31
$31
S31
$31
$30
$29
$27
526
$24
$24
523
$23

210

$22
$22
$22
$22
$22
$21
$21
$20

132
867
1,067
586
167
475
127
188
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Employment

472

139
776
816
775
184
645
607
227
284
158
61
40
304
744
851

Value Added
in millions of $

$26
$54
S26
$27
$19
$30
$6
$27
$17
$15
$30
$16
$22
$20
S32
S17
$21
$27
S28
$15
$5
$8
$28
$25
S11
518
$28
S3
512
$19
$12
$10
$13
$9
$5
$6
$14

$15
516
$9
$19
$21
$13
S10
$17
$10
$8

Arrowhead Region, Ranked by Industry Output
Source: IMPLAN
IM PLAN
Sector
Industry, most recent IMPLAN data year. 2003
423
Information services
433
Video [ape and dt'sc renfaf
71 Seafood product preparation and packaging
350
Motor vehicle parts manufacturing
397 Scenic and sightseeing transportation and sup
450 All other miscellaneous professional arid lech
25 Sand, gravel, clay, and refractory mining
168
418
444
64
267

Explosives manufacturing
Motion picture and video industries
Management consulting services
Cheese manufacturing
Food product machinery manufacturing

452
446
424
73
1G
139
449

Office administrative services
Scientific research and development services
Data processing services
Bread and bakery product, except frozen, manufacturing
All other crop farming
Commercial printing
Veterinary services

44
489
49

Maintenance and repair of highways, streets.
Dry cleaning and laundry services
Rice milling

120
45
170
445
459
181
494

Wood container and pallet manufacturing
Other maintenance and repair construction
Photographic film and chemical manufacturing
Environmental and other technical consulting
Other support services
Other rubber product manufacturing
Private households

490
177
293
302
12

Other personal services
Plaslio,s plumbing fixtures and all other plastic
Overhead cranes, hoists, and monorail systems
Electronic computer manufacturing
Poultry and egg production

261
456
322
488
321
307
143
36
475
100
76
17
432
85

Oil and gas field machinery snd equipment
Travel arrangement and reservation services
Software reproducing
Death care services
Watch, clock, and other measuring and control
Broadcast and wireless communications equipment
Asphalt paving mixture and block manufacturing
New fgrm housing units and additions and alterations
Museums, historical sites, zoos, and parks
Curtain and linen mills
Dry pasta manufacturing
Hunting and trapping
Car washes
Soft drink and ice manufacturing

Output in
millions of S
S19
$19
S19
S18
518
$17
$17
$17
316
316
S16
S16
S16
S15
$15
$15
$15
S15
S15
S14
514
S14
S14
S14
513
$13
$13
S13
S12
S12
512
$12
S11
$11
$11
511
511
511
511
S10
510
510
$10
$10
$10
510
S10
510
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Employment
104
312
86
68
189
73
92
74
156
123
25
87
97
196
108
178
198
256
234

136
325
30
132
191
31
105
157
76
1,826
127
77
58
18
63
50
115
32
177
56
37
23
42

160
63
37
173

389
19

Value Added
in millions of S
55
$10
$3
S4
S15
57
S12
58
$2
S10
51
S7
57
58
$5
$5
S10
S10
57
S6
$9
$0
56
S9
i5
57
56
55
514
$4
$5
$4
51
55
S3
S3
$3
$7
32
S3
S1
S3
S3
S3
S3
51
$6
$2

Arrowhead Region, Ranked by Industry Output
Source; IMPLAN
IMPLAN
Sector Industry, most recent IMPI.AN data year. 2003
194 Concrete pipe manufactur ng
497 State and local government passenger transit
15 Forest nurseries, forest products, and timber
113
434
381
273
476
235
484

Output in
millions of $

443
285
432
283

Wood preservation
Machinery and equipment rental and leasing
Sporting and athletic goods manufacturing
Other commercial and service industry machine
Fitness and recreational s|X3rts centers
Metal window and door manufacturing
Electronic equipment repair and maintenance
Other computer related se."vices, including facilities
management
Turbine and turbine generator set units manufacturing
Automotive equipment rental and leasing
Cutting tool and machine taol accessory manufacturing

32
362
29
6
334
118
292
18
111
242
448
457
224
193
333
160

Water, sewage and other E;ystems
Wood kitchen cabinet and countertop manufacturing
Support activities for other mining
Greenhouse and nursery production
Motor and generator manufacturing
Cut stock, resawing lumber, and planing
Conveyor and conveying equipment manufacturing
Agriculture and forestry smport activities
Other leather product manufacturing
Spring and wire product manufacturing
Photographic services
Investigation and security services
Iron and steel forging
Concrete block and brick manufacturing
Electric power and specially transformer manufacturing
Pharmaceutical and medicine manufacturing

233

Fabricated structural metal manufacturing

477

Bowling centers

274
179
119
471
473
301
236
496
103
400
474
13
371
47
389

Automatic vending, commercial laundry and dry
Tire manufacturing
Other millwork, including flooring
Performing arts companies
Independent artists, writers, and performers
Scales, balances, and miscellaneous general p
Sheet metal work manufacturing
Other Federal Government enterprises
Other miscellaneous textile product mills
Warehousing and storage
Promoters of performing arts and sports and a
Animal production, except uattle and poultry
Showcases, partitions, she.ving, and lockers
Other animal food manufacturing
Buttons, pins, and all other miscellaneous ma

$9
$9
$9
$9
$9
S9
S8
58
$8
$8
58
S8
58
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
57
S7
S7
$7
S?

S6
S6
$6
$6
$5
$5
S5
$5
S5
55
$5
$5
S5
S5
$5
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
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Value Added
in millions of S

Employment
48

232
31
40
85
56
33
293
47

97
58
9
39
72
33
60
54
132
29
50
30
289
54
40
108
177
39
27
31
10
29
128
28
18
29
329
100
22
32
37
42
75
167
488
31
7
36

$3
$1
$3
$2
S6
S2
$2
$5
$4
$2
$4
$2
$4
S3
S6
S3
S1
$7
S3
S2
S2
$6
$5
$2
$3
$4
$2
$2
S1
$2
S2
S3
$1
S2
S2
S2
$1
$2
$2
$3
$1
S3
S2

51
52
$0
$1

Arrowhead Region, Ranked by Industry Output
Source: IMPLAN
IMPLAN
Sector Industry, most recent IMPLAN dala year. 2003
244
Turned product and screw, nul, and bolt manufacturing
68 Meal processed from carcasses
237 Ornamental and architectural metal work manufacturing
226 Custom roll forming
164 Polish and other sanitation good manufacturing
161 Paint and coating manufacturing
101 Textile bag and canvas mills
247
Electroplating, anodizing, and coloring metal
442
234
269

Computer systems design services
Plate work manufacturing
All other industrial machinery manufacturing

172
195
278
277
148
26
61
116
345
294
67
5
58

Plastics packaging materials, film and sheet
Other concrete product manufacturing
AC, refrigeration, and forced air healing
Healing equipment, except warm air furnaces
Industrial gas manufacturing
Other nonmetallic mineral mining
Fruit and vegetable canning and drying
Engineered wood member and truss manufacturing
Heavy duty truck manufacturing
Industrial truck, trailer, and stacker manufacturing
Animal, except poultry, slaughtering
Fruit farming
Confectionery manufacturing from purchased chocolate

384
86
358
383
130
83
110
379
255
386
440
316
117
3
122
378
248
380
246
288

Sign manufacturing
Breweries
Boat building
Office supplies, except paper, manufacturing
Coaled and uncoated paper bag manufacturing
Spice and extract manufacturing
Footwear manufacturing
Dental laboratories
Miscellaneous fabricated metal product manufacturing
Musical instalment manufacturing
Specialized design services
Industrial process variable instruments
Wood windows and door manufacturing
Vegetable and melon farming
Prefabricated wood building manufacturing
Ophthalmic goods manufacturing
Metal valve manufacturing
Jewelry and silverware manufacturing
Metal coating and non precious engraving
Pump and pumping equipment manufacturing

329
318
416
453

Household cooking appliance manufacturing
Electricity and signal testing instruments
Database, directory, and other publishers
Facilities support services

Output in
millions of $
S3
$3
$3
$3
S3
S3
S3
S3
$3
$3
$3
52
S2
S2
S2
$2
$2
$2
S2
S2
52
S2
$2
$2
$2
$2
52
52
51
S1
$1

51
S1

Employment
18
10
27

12
9
6
31
20
55
14
17

9
19
10
10
5
29
6
13
4
11

6
43
6
20
4
10
11
7

3
12
23
7

51
51
51
51
51
51
51

12
20
6

Si
S1
$1

5
6
9

51
51
51
$1
$1

4
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5
24

8
7

3
6
4

13

Value Added
in millions of S
S2
SO
$1

51
52
S1
51
51
52
S1
51
51
S1
SO
51
SO
S1
Si
51
SO
$1
SO
SI

$1
$1
51
51
S1
SO
SO
SO
$1
51
SO
SO
SO
51
51
30
SO
$0
$0
$0
SO
50
SO
SO
$0

Arrowhead Region, Ranked by Industry Output
Source: IMPLAN
IMPLAN
Sector Industry, most recent fMPLAN data year. 2003
Non upholstered wood household furniture
364 manufacturing
178 Foam product manufacturing
2 Grain farming
232 Prefabricated metal buildings and components
80 Coffee and tea manufacturing
376 Surgical appliance and supplies manufacturing
106 Other apparel knitting mills
124 Pulp mills
220 Secondary processing of oiher nonferrous
347 Truck trailer manufacturing
419 Sound recording industries
169 Custom compounding of purchased resins

Output in
millions of S

Value Added
in millions of S

Employment

$1
$1
$1
SI
51
$1
Si
S1
S1
S1
$1
$1

7
4
63
4
2
4
5
1
2
3
1
2

SO
SO
$0
$0
$0
$0
SO
SO
SO
SO
$0
SO

190

Glass and glass products, except glass containers

$1

4

SO

415

Book publishers

$1

2

SO

417

Software publishers

$1

3

$0

472

Spectator sports

$1

9

$0
$0

135

All other converted paper product manufacturing

S1

3

230

Saw blade and handsaw manufacturing

$1

4

$0

271

Optical instrument and lens manufacturing

$1

4

$0

Oilseed farming

$0

27

SO

223

1

Nonferrous foundries, except aluminum

$0

4

SO

369

Custom architectural woodwork and millwork

$0

4

$0

108

Accessories and other appEirel manufacturing

$0

3

$0

280

Metal cutting machine tool manufacturing

$0

2

$0

186

Ceramic wall and floor tile manufacturing

$0

2

SO

115

Veneer and plywood manufacturing

$0

1

SO

202

Miscellaneous nonmetaltic mineral products

$0

1

SO

199

Cut stone and stone product manufacturing

$0

1

SO

1
1
0
167,762

SO
$0
-S11
S9.164

138
141
508

Blankbook and looseleaf binder manufacturing
Prepress services
Inventory valuation adjustment
Totals
'Millions of dollars

SO
SO
-$11
$16.508
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General description of input/output analysis
1) See a general description of input/output analysis, "A Readymade Input-Output
Model" in Urban Regional Economics: Concepts, Toots, Applications, by
Wilbur R. Maki and Richard W. Lichty. February 2000. Publisher: Iowa State,
Press, pp. 233-245, ISBN: 0813826799
2) The Mathematics of the Model
1) A Readymade Input-Output Model
The point of departure for this assessment is the suggestion that " . . . a truly flexible readymade
model will enable the introduction of survey-based trade coefficients in some sectors while
continuing to balance the rest of the sectors in a truly unbiased manner" (Brucker, Campbell, and
Latham III, 1990. p. 136). System effectiveness requires not only a truly flexible model but one that
invites "coefficient fix-up" with superior information, coupled with "... software and/or handbooks
that guide the user (professional or lay) through the intricacies of final demand determination"
(p. 137).
Forecasting Area Economic Impacts
Use of the IMPLAN regional modeling system as an impact prediction model starts with the existing
database. The U.S. Department of Commerce Regional Economic Measurements Division Annual
Regional Economic Information System (REIS) series covering industry employment, labor
earnings, total population, and total personal income is a common starting place." The historical
(REIS) series include every county in the United States. They cover total employment and total labor
earnings in a two-digit industry breakdown based on the 1987 Standard Industrial Classification
Manual.
The U.S. IMPLAN database calibrates to the REIS series. The IMPLAN series also use the
individual state ES-202 covered (by the cooperative federal-state unemployment insurance program)
employment and payroll files, especially for the three- and four-digit industry groups that are not
available in the REIS database. IMPLAN has a 528-sector industry' breakdown for each of 3.120
counties in the United States.
The 1988 U.S. Department of Commerce Office of Business Economics Regional Series (OBERS)
on industry employment, labor earnings, total population, and total personal income extend the
corresponding 57-industry REIS series to 2040. The 1988 OBERS series calibrate to the 1988 U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS moderate projection series. High and low projection series, which
are derived for individual states, MSAS, and the Bureau of Economics economic areas in the auxiliary IMPLAN database, correspond to the U.S. BLS high and low projection series (Kutcher.
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1991).
The IMPLAN database extends the OBERS series to equivalent measures of industry output and
commodity production in a long-term forecast mode. It further allocates the commodity
production to intermediate and final demand sectors in the United States and in each of the 50
states. The intermediate demand sectors include the two-digit industry groups in the OBERS sectors.
Individual industries in the 528 sectors of the IMPLAN database aggregate to the three-and fourdigit BLS sectors, the two-digit OBERS sectors, and many other combinations of two- and threedigit industry groups.
The final demand sectors in the IMPLAN database include (1) personal consumption expenditures,
(2) gross private capital formation, (3) change in business inventory, (4) federal government
purchases, (5) state and local government purchases, (6) exports, and (7) imports. Regional purchase
coefficients (RPCs) that allocate imports to each local purchasing sector are calculated for each
IMPLAN "model" (that is, a county or multi-county impact assessment). The uniquely estimated
RPCs produce estimates of local exports and imports that are consistent with levels of industry
output and commodity production in each IMPLAN impact assessment.
The IMPLAN-based regional forecast methodology presents a series of readily reproducible steps
for converting BLS and OBERS projections to corresponding sets of county forecasts of industry
employment, labor earnings, resident population, and personal income. The individual county series
track their respective state projection series. Each state has a set of high, low, and moderate
projections based on the 1988 OBERS projection series and the corresponding high, low, and
moderate 1988 and 1990 BLS projections series for the United States. This method of approach to
county-level forecasting thus extends the BLS and OBERS forecasting methods and results. It
introduces the BLS county-level modeling capabilities and database for use in industry-specific
assessments of local resource requirements and the effects of these requirements on local and state
economies.
State, regional, and county projection series relate directly to corresponding data series from the
IMPLAN models of one or more counties. Individual IMPLAN regional reports, for example,
expand the number of variables that correlate with the two-digit employment and earnings
projections, including commodity exports and commodity imports. They also provide a framework
for assessing the differential rates of growth of individual counties and regions Each IMPLAN
model takes given changes in final demands and derives the effects of these changes on the local
economy and its institutions. Included with each IMPLAN model is a social accounting matrix
(SAM) for tracking changes in local income distributions in the local economy.
The IMPLAN input-output model has been constructed using 528 industry sectors, although the
model can be run for any level of aggregation of these sectors. The underlying coefficients in the
model are derived from the U.S. input-output accounts. Flows of goods and services in the
Minnesota model are derived from commodities produced and consumed in Minnesota as well as
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those that are imported into the slate and exported to areas outside of the state. The system is run for
all regions together to ensure consistency with both U.S. and individual regional input-output
accounts.
One very useful aspect of the IMPLAN model is the IMPACT module. It permits the user to
evaluate the effects of changes or variations in economic activity. For example, the impact of the
direct purchase of goods and services by the air transportation industry can be traced through the
economy as a series of spending iterations among all sectors, including households. The long-term
multiplier used in the model includes indirect effects (to which multipliers are normally limited) as
well as induced.effects related to employment and population change.
The U.S. Departments of Commerce, Labor, and Agriculture maintain the reference data systems
for Micro-IMPLAN. The Department of Commerce houses the periodic censuses of population and
employment, agricultural, manufacturing, wholesale, and retail trade, and selected business services,
as well as the annual statistical series on personal income and industry employment and earnings of
the employed industry workforce. State- and county-level data sources most critical for early fix-up
and updating of the current database are the individual state reports on county business patterns, ES202 files on covered industry employment and payroll, and the agriculture censuses.
A common problem in using each of these data sources is the occurrence of nondisclosures. Use of
supplementary information in the bi-proportional adjustment procedures for filling in the missing
data, for example, allow for closer correspondence of the remaining calculated values with values
reported by the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Delays in the reporting cycles for reference data systems result in two- to three-year lags in the
availability of each new update of the county-level Micro-IMPLAN database. Reducing lags in data
availability is probably a less feasible alternative, however, than forecasting new control totals for
the bi-proportionally adjusted U.S.. state, and county input-output tables.
A hybrid approach that combines local surveys of critically important industries with the forecast
approach facilitates the likelihood of attaining both greater timeliness and greater accuracy in
regional impact assessments. Such an approach incorporates various measures of linkage between
core and peripheral labor market areas, like survey-based estimates of the physical volume and market value of commodity shipments between the core area and periphery.
Delineation of the LMAs within an economic region introduces a spatial structure into the
organization of the Micro-IMPLAN database. This helps address the twofold problem focus—
system bias and specification error. Each of the problem sources, whether industry production
functions, RPCs, marketing margins, or industry output, varies between center and periphery.
Investment per worker is lower in the periphery, and rate of return on investment also is lower when
discounted for perceived investment risk. However, high levels of commodity trade occur between
center and periphery. This emanates from the unique competitive advantage of each of the two types
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of export-producing systems, with the center specializing in high-order, high-profit services, and the
periphery specializing in standardized commodity production.
The use of LMAs and the center-periphery structure of these areas apply especially well to the
organization of transportation and local land use impact assessments. Commodity transportation
originates from dispersed farms, mines, and factories. It concentrates in major shipping centers that
also are the primary and secondary core LMAs of the U.S. trading regions. Air transportation concentrates even more than commodity transportation in the primary core areas.
This concentration of high-order economic services near the globally connected air nodes of core
metropolitan areas apparently accounts for the higher productivity of both labor and capital in the
core areas.
Modeling System Formulation
The first step in model reformation is to calculate total regional commodity demand. We multiply
the regional absorption matrix by the regional industry output to obtain the intermediate input
purchases of each industry. We add our estimate of gross final commodity demand to the estimate of
intermediate demand to obtain total commodity demand. The U.S. estimates of industry purchases
include both domestic production and foreign imports. Thus, the input profile for each industry
includes all commodity inputs of that industry. In addition, each industry may produce more than
one commodity. The estimates of gross domestic exports relate to both the commodity production
and the regional demand for this production.
The next step relates to the calculation of total regional commodity supply. Again, the estimate of
total regional industry output enters into the calculation, but in multiplication with the industry
byproduct ratios from the U.S. byproduct matrix. The result is the regional matrix that shows the
commodity production (columns) by each industry (rows). These estimates, together with the
estimates of institutional commodity output (commodity sales by government and from inventor)'
depletion), yield the total commodity output for the regional economy.
Finally, to estimate trade flows, the RFC is the key parameter.5 The RFC value times the
corresponding value in the regional gross use matrix yields the regional industry use of the locally
supplied commodity. Similarly, the import propensity for a given commodity times the
corresponding value in the regional gross use matrix yields the regional industry domestic imports of
each commodity. This procedure applies also in estimating regional institutional use and regional
institutional imports, that is, the commodity purchases for local final demand.
The calculation of domestic commodity exports results from subtracting regional commodity demand
from regional gross commodity supply. The individual commodity imbalances in the U.S. estimates
of foreign exports and imports carry through to the individual county or multi-county MicroIMPLAN models. Domestic exports and imports theoretically balance for the domestic economy as a
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whole, but not for individual counties or multi-county areas. However, the criteria for allocating the
two sets of exports and imports differ greatly. Micro-IMPLAN allocates U.S, foreign commodity
exports to regions according to their share of U.S. commodity production. It also allocates U.S.
foreign commodity imports to regions according to the same rule. Estimates of a region's total
imports and total exports thus derive from a variety of data sources and allocation criteria.
While local commodity production provides the basis for allocating foreign exports and imports,
uniquely generated local RPCs provide the basis for estimating domestic exports and imports for
each county or multi-county area. These estimates of gross domestic imports relate to both
commercial production and the demand for this production in a given region. Model reformulation
calls for similar criteria in allocating U.S. foreign imports to individual industries and regions.
Interregional trade is synonymous with commodity shipments. Most commodity shipments move
from producing areas to export markets by truck, rail, and barge. However, an increasing volume of
high-value manufactured products move by air transportation to and from the designated air
transportation nodes. These shipments typically move by truck to the larger air transportation nodes,
such as Chicago. Micro-IMPLAN currently fails to account for such multimodal shipments.
Technology transfer is an increasingly important form of interregional trade. It is also a singularly
important factor in accounting for a region's competitive advantage in specialized production and its
export to other regions. It is associated, in part, with the total value of technology-intensive
manufactured products in a given region. Again. Micro-IMPLAN, when conjoined with an optimizing transportation network model, can simulate the local economic effects of technology transfer.
This application may extend to the role of a state's research universities in the fonnation and
strengthening of spatially separated, functionally integrated industry clusters. These clusters are
viewed by at least one student of regional growth and change as the new industrial systems of the
emerging information economy (Saxenian. 1994).
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Refinements and Applications
Several types of refinements are available for the outcomes of the preceding steps (Alward et al.,
1989). These include (1) changing regional supply, (2) modifying industry production function, (3)
editing RPCs, and (4) controlling for induced effects once better information becomes available.
Superior local knowledge warrants changing the readymade database values in each category.
Superior local knowledge also warrants changing regional purchase coefficients, by institution,
industry, or commodity. The RFC adjustments for an industry or institution result in the given
change being applied to all commodities, by industry or institution. Overlooked, however, is the
further regionalization of the final local sales accounts and the industry margins that convert industry
output from producer prices to purchaser prices. This process requires detailed, regionally
differentiated estimates of final product sales to households, governments, and businesses.
Furthermore, input-output models generally are demand-driven with no supply constraints.
The lack of capacity limits for industry expansion and the assumption of full resource use or
availability, including labor, result in overestimating industry production response to demand
changes. Fixed-price multipliers add to this problem by overestimating multiplier effects and
underestimating the substitution effects from exogenous changes (Koh, Schreiner. and Shin, 1993).
Also, the current modeling system sidesteps the issue of commuting effects. These attributes of
input-output models ultimately result in underestimating or overestimating factor income responses
to market changes.
A Simple Input-Output Model
The model is triggered by changes in final demand; that is, demand for goods or services related
to final uses. The components of final demand are exogenous to the model's structural
characteristics in much the same way as final payments are, but the role of final demand as an
initiator of impacts gives it a unique role in the input-output scheme.
The basic input-output model consists of a series of three separate tables. The first is called the
transactions table. The transactions table lists all industrial sectors defined for the purposes of the
analysis being conducted. It should be noted that these sectors have to be defined so as to account
for every firm in the region. The individual sectors should be relatively homogeneous in terms of
their input requirements and output distributions. They should generally be disaggregated enough to
highlight the true structure of the region without being so disaggregated as to cause significant
problems in data collection or in disclosure of the operations of any one firm in the region.
The transactions table also contains values for final demand, as discussed earlier, as well as the
values for final payments. The grand totals of such a table contain the gross outputs for each
industrial sector and the gross inputs required to produce those outputs.
Table 6-1A represents the structure of a hypothetical input-output table with three industrial sectors:
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extractive, manufacturing, and services. Remember, the sectors should be defined so as to account
for every firm in the region. The sectors should also, ideally, be as disaggregated as possible. For
these reasons, this represents a very unrealistic example of the size of an actual table. Keeping the
size of the model to just three industries, however, makes required computations much simpler. The
structure and use of larger tables remains much the same.
One of the most important things to remember when reading an input-output table is that the rows of
the table represent sales and the columns of the table represent purchases. Thus, the 700 that appears
in the Extractive row and the Manufacturing column indicates that firms in the extractive industry
sold $700 worth of goods and services to firms in the manufacturing sector.
6-1A

Commodity transactions of a regional economy
Intermediate Demand
Final
Gross
Extractive
Manufg Services
Total Demand Output
Commodity (mil.S)
(mil.S) (mil.S)
(mil.S) (mil.S) (mil.S)
Extractive
100
Manufacturing
50
75
Services
Value added
5.000
Imports
200
Total inputs 5,425

700
200
300
5,500
0
6,700

0
0
75
230
5,000
5 ,355

800
250
450
10,730
5,200
17,480

4,625
6,400
4,905
1 ,800
0
17 ,730

5,425
6,700
5,355
28,730
5,200
33.930

Looked at the other way, we could say that the 700 also represents a $700 purchase by the firms in
the manufacturing sector from firms in the extractive sector. The 50 in the Manufacturing row
and the Extractive column represents a S50 transaction between manufacturing (the seller) and
extractive (the buyer) and so on.
The same industrial sectors identified on the left-hand margin of the table appear along the top of the
table. The sales and purchases between these sectors represent sales and purchases of "intermediate' 1
goods and services. These are goods and services produced for the purpose of facilitating further
production. Semi finished goods would be an obvious example of intermediate production but so
would the services of lawyers, bankers, transportation agencies (in all cases not involving a final
transportation use), and any other sector input or output oriented toward helping other industries
with their own production.
The value added row of the table represents another form of sale—the sale of resources of
production to each sector. In a theoretical sense, the resources of production include land, labor,
capital, and enterprise. In a more practical sense, this row generally includes the income received by
local households for whatever contribution they make to the production process.
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These resource inputs are not generally considered to be intermediate even though the sale takes
place so further production cm occur. Rather, they represent final inputs that add to the income of
households as opposed to industrial sectors.
Imports represent sales to local industries by industries and resource holders outside of the locality's
defined boundaries. Although not shown above, in reality final demand accounts fora large, often a
major, share of an area's imports; the smaller and less diversified the area, the larger the share.
Remember, imports—and exports too, for that matter—are defined in terms of payments.
Finally, final demand consists of sales for final uses. The usual categories making up final demand
include household consumption (by households located in the region), government purchases of
goods and services, gross private domestic investment (including inventory changes), and exports
(again, defined in terms of the payment made).
The gross output and input values are equal. This is due to the fact that the transactions table really
represents a type of cost-accounting sheet for a regional economy—debits equal credits. The
elements in the table that force this balance (which is a balance by definition) are profits or losses.
This is because the final value of output is made up of all the costs that go into production, with
profits and losses making up the difference.
In summary, the transactions table has three identifiable parts: the intermediate transactions
component, representing sales and purchases between firms; the final payments plus imports
component, representing resource inputs into the firm's production plus inputs from outside the
region; and final demand, representing the sale of goods and services for final use. The table
balances between inputs and outputs, with profit as the balancing mechanism.
The transactions table contains a great deal of useful information in its own right. The regional
balance of trade (exports—imports) can be discerned from this table, as can gross regional
product (the dollar value of all final goods and services produced with the economy minus imports).
The level of interaction between local industries and between industries in the region and households
can be seen in this table. Finally, the relation between local household income and production is
depicted in the transactions matrix.
The principal use for this table is found in the construction of the other two tables of the input-output
system. As mentioned, the transactions table alone represents a cost-accounting sheet for the region,
nothing more or less. It is descriptive rather than analytical, and it does not allow for general
equilibrium analysis of the type previously described without further modification. The next step
uses the transactions table to construct a table of direct requirements, often called the technical
coefficients matrix.
The question answered by the technical coefficients table is: if each local industrial sector sells to
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other local industrial sectors some total value of intermediate goods and services so that the
purchasing sectors can produce their own output, how much do the purchasing sectors require from
the other local sectors per dollar of output? For example. Manufacturing purchased $300 worth of
intermediate output from Services in order to facilitate its own production of $6,700 worth of
intermediate and final outputs. How much did Manufacturing buy from Services per dollar of gross
output? The answer is 300/6:700 = $0.45. The same computation can be made for each intermediate
sale and purchase in the transactions table. The result of these divisions is shown in Table 6-2A.
TABLE 6-2A
Commodity

Extractive
(mil.S)

Extractive
Manufacturing
Services
Subtotal
Value added
Imports
Total inputs

0.018
0.009
0.014
0.041
0.922
0.037
1.000

Manufg
(mil.S)

Services
(mil.S)

0.104
0.030
0.045
0.179
0.821
0.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.014
0.014
0.043
0.934
1.000

The rows are still read as sales and the columns as purchases. Only now the sales are in terms of
cents per dollar, and the purchases have the special interpretation of "input requirements" per
dollar of output. We call these input requirements because they represent requirements during
the period of analysis in order for each sector to produce its own outputs, scaled down to a
"dollar of output" basis.
The technical coefficient matrix represents a recipe for production. To produce one dollar's
worth of output, the extractive industry needed a pinch of its own intermediate output, a dash of
the intermediate output of the manufacturing sector, and a smidgen of the intermediate products
of the services industry. For Manufacturing to produce a dollar's worth of output, it required a
pinch from Extractive, a dash from Manufacturing, and a smidgen from Services. And so it goes
through all the identified industries for the region.
One of the key assumptions of input-output analysis, as mentioned earlier, is that this recipe does
not change, regardless of the level of output. Thus, if the extractive industry were to experience
an increase in final sales equal to $10,000 it would require another SI 80 worth of intermediate
products from its own firms, S90 from Manufacturing, and $140 from Services. It should be
emphasized that this process starts with a change in the final sales of an industry, or from
"exogenous" forces. The coefficients in the inter-industry section of the table represent the
"endogenous" component of the table
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It can be seen that this first computed table gives the analyst limited ability for impact analysis.
He or she could go through (he process of assuming any number of changes in the final sales of
the identified industries, multiply these assumed changes by the direct requirements coefficients,
and come up with estimates as to the direct effects from these changing final sales on each
identified industry in the region. To make sure that this process is understood, one might ask:
What is the direct effect on each regional industry from an increase in the exports from the
manufacturing sector equal to $10 million? The answer is that Manufacturing would increase by
$10 million plus a direct intermediate production effect of 5300,000, for a total of $10.3 million,
the extractive industry would find its intermediate production increasing by $1.4 million, and the
services industry would see its intermediate production increase by $450,000.
But this is not the end of the story if each industry has to increase its output in order to service
the increase in final sales of the manufacturing industry, then each must, in turn, increase its
intermediate purchases and sales from and to one another to service this second round of
expansion in activity. The second round must then be serviced by a third round of outputs.
TABLE 6-3 A Round one of $10 million change in final sales
Intermediate
Final

Extractive
Manufacturing
Services
Total

0.300
1.040
0.450
1.179

0.000
10.000
0.000
10.000

TABLE 6-4A Round two of $10 million change in final sales
Extractive
Manufg.
Services
Commodity
(thou.$)
(thou.S)
(thou.S)
Extractive
Manufacturing
Services
Total

18.720
9.360
14.560
42.640

0.000
4.050
6.300
10.350

31.200
9.000
4.200
325.200

Total
(thou.$)
499.200
106.650
156.100
761.950

Each round is smaller than the previous one due to leakages to imports and to local value added,
until the process has completely played itself out. The first of three rounds of such a $10,000
increase in final sales is shown in Table 6-3A.
Note that the only exogenous change is the initial change in final demand assumed for the
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manufacturing industry. The rest of the sales represent the direct first-round results from those sales
on the intermediate output of all industries in the region, including Manufacturing. These are recipe
requirements for Manufacturing to produce the hypothesized increased final sales.
Table 6-4A presents second-round totals. Note that Manufacturing requires still more intermediate
inputs from its own firms, this time to service the additional $300.000 of output it had to produce to
directly allow for the initial $10 million increase in final sales. Similarly, the services industry'needs
to buy from each of the other industries to enable it to produce the additional $450.000 directly
required by Manufacturing. Finally, the extractive industry must have additional inputs to produce
its additional Si.040,000 for Manufacturing, The rounds of production in Table 6-4A are indirect
impacts.
Manufacturing has now increased its sales three times: the $10 million that was initially
assumed, the $300,000 needed to directly service that increase in final sales, and the 522,410 to
service the $300.000 in the first round. The extractive industry has increased its sales by
$1,040,000 to service the final sales change for Manufacturing plus the $49,900 to service that
first-round increase, for a total of $1,089,920 to this point and so it goes.
We will now run through a third round of increased production (Table 6-5A), this time to service
the second round.
TABLE 6-5A Round three of $10 million change in final sales

Commodity
Extractive
Manufacturing
Services
Total

Extractive
(thou.S)
0.899
0.449
0.699
2.047

Manufg.
(thou.$)

2.331
0.672
0.351
3.354

Services
(thou.S)
0.000
0.225
0.351
0.576

Total
(thou.S)
3.230
1.346
1.401
5.977

Each additional round is computed in the manner shown above, and the totals are added to
determine the total direct and indirect effects from the initial assumed change in the final sales of
one of the regional industries. This process is obviously cumbersome. It would be even more
difficult—impossible, probably— to work such an iterative scheme for a larger number of
industries or for higher direct coefficient values. Fortunately, the system of simultaneous
equations represented by an input-output system can be solved using high-speed computers in a
matter of seconds, even for the largest of tables. The solution for the system in this example is
given in Table 6-6A.
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TABLE 6-6A Direct and indirect input requirements

Commodity
Extractive
Manufacturing
Services
Total

Extractive
(Mil.S)

Manufg.
(mil.$)

Services
(mil.$)

1.019
0.010
0.015
1.044

0.109
1.032
0.049
1.190

0.001
0.010
1.015
.026

The diagonal of Table 6-6A shows "ones" plus some other number (for example, 1.032 in row 2,
column 2.) These ones represent the dollar increase to final sales of the industry for which such
an exogenous change is assumed. The numbers appearing after the decimal represent the direct
(shown in Table 6-2A) plus indirect effects from each assumed change in final sales. Thus, the
$10 million change for the example using Manufacturing turns into $10,320,000 total - increase
in Manufacturing sales: $10 million to final sales, $300,000 in direct sales, and $20,000 in
indirect sales. That $10 million in Manufacturing sales turns into an increase of $1,090,000 in
sales by the extractive industry— $ 1,040,000 of that direct and $50,000 indirect. Finally, the S10
million assumed increase in manufacturing leads to an increase of $490,000 in the sales of
services—$450,000 of that direct and $40,000 of that indirect.
The total impact on all of the industries in the region combined is $11.9 million (1.190 X 10
million). The 1.190 is called the demand multiplier for Manufacturing, or the total direct and indirect
purchases this sector must make from itself and from the other regional industries in order to
produce one dollar's final output. To conduct an impact study, simply multiply an assumed change
in final demand for any of the industries by the demand multiplier for that same industry. This
indicates the direct and indirect effects on the region resulting from the assumed change. The
impacts stem from the fact that industries in a region interact with one another through their
purchases from and sales to one another. The greater this level of interaction, the greater the
industrial demand multiplier.
Thus, the input-output model represents a detailed accounting of the economic base of a region. It
can be used to delineate the export structure of the regional economy and the multipliers that emerge
from that structure. It also identifies, in final demand, the relationship between local activity, investment, and export activity in relation to the identified industrial structure. As in most models, its
weakness is in its assumptions. But, at the least, the input output system can be used for simulations
and sensitivity analyses for a regional economy.
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Notes
1. According to The American Heritage Dictionary, 3d ed.. version 3.6a, Houghton Mifflin
Company, New York, 1993. predict means "to state or tell about, or make known in advance.
especially on the basis of special knowledge." Somewhat along the same lint, project means "to
calculate, estimate, or predict (something in the future), based on present data or trends."
2. The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) is the statistical classification underlying all
establishment-based federal economic statistics classified by industry. This classification was
established by the Office of Management and Budget and is used widely by states, industries, and
analysts. The Major Group SIC 45 (Air Transportation) is a two digit classification (that is. the
group number consists of two digits) and includes the following four-digit subcategories: Air
Transportation, Scheduled (4512): Air Courier Services (4513); Air Transportation, Nonscheduled
(4522): Airports, Flying Fields, and Airport Terminal Services (4581).
3. U.S. Department of Commerce, Regional Economic Measurements Division. Regional Economic
Information System: Unpublished series, 1969—1990.
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2) The Mathematics of the Model
The basic input-output model is production oriented and was developed by Wassily
Leontief in the 1940's. It attempts to make operational the concept of general equilibrium, first
discussed in detailed theoretical terms by Leon Walras.
The standard structural equation for an input-output model is as follows:
(1)
Yj = xlj + x2j + ... + Fj + Mj
where:

Yj is -:he gross dollar inputs of purchasing industry],
xij is the intermediate dollar sales from selling industry i to purchasing
indusr.ryj,
Fj is the final payments of purchasing sector], primarily payments to
value added components in the economy, and
Mj represents purchases from imports.

The same model from a sales, rather than purchases, point of view takes the following
form:
(2)

Yi = xi 1 + xi2 + ... + xij + Di

where:

Yi is the gross dollar output of selling industry i,
xij is as before, and
Ci is the sales of selling industry i to final uses (consumption, government,
investment, and exports).

These equations make up the transactions table of an input-output system, dividing the
economy into i = j sectors and tracing through the stages of production as a good or service
moves toward the final sale.
The transactions table is descriptive rather than analytical. To make the model analytical,
a direct coefficient must be computed as follows:
(3)
aij
This is the percentage of gross output required by the purchasing industry in the form of
intermediate outputs from the selling industries. Then:
(4)
Yi = aijYj + Di.
Putting the model in vector/matrix form, there is a column vector of outputs, Y, a matrix,
AY or X, of xij coefficients written in terms of the definition for technical coefficients,
(xij = aijYj) and a column vector of final demands, or:
(5)
Y = AY + D.
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If we assume the technical coefficients are constant, we can solve for this linear set of
equations. The result will be industrial demand multipliers based on each industry's need to
purchase intermediate outputs from the other industries in the region in order to produce a
dollar's worth of output in the reference industry. The solution is as follows:
(6)
Y = AY + D
(I.
(7)
A)Y = D
(8)
Y = (I - A)-'D
Where:

I is the identity matrix,
Y is a column vector of gross outputs,
D is a column vector of final demands.
A is a matrix of technical coefficients, and
(I - A)"1 is the Leontief inverse.

This inverse represents the direct and indirect input requirements of all industries in a
region in order to produce a dollar's worth of output. It is out of this matrix that industrial
demand multipliers are determined.
Thus, the most usual form of input-output analysis emphasizes the input structure of the
economy. This is because most tables are constructed for relatively large areas where production
relationships are deemed to be the most important. The emphasis on production would miss the
point for small economies since little or no manufacturing activity takes place in such rural areas.
For these economies, the emphasis should be on trade rather than production relationships.
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1

EXCELSIOR ENERGY, INC.

2

BEFORE THE MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

3

PREPARED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF

4

RICHARD C. STONE

5

Q

6

A

Please state your name, current employment position and business address.
Richard C. Stone, Senior Vice President, Development and Engineering for

7

Excelsior Energy Inc. My business address is Excelsior Energy Inc., Crescent Ridge

8

Corporate Center, 11100 Wayzata Boulevard, Suite 305, Minnetonka, Minnesota

9

55305.

10

Q

11

A

Would you please describe your educational and professional background.
I have over 35 years of experience in the electric power industry and 20 years

12

of experience in the competitive power industry. Before joining Excelsior in August

13

2006, I was vice president of business development for Wheelabrator Technologies

14

Inc., a subsidiary of Waste Management, Inc.

15

Technologies, I was responsible for developing and acquiring new projects and

16

restructuring existing projects.

17

Westmoreland Coal Company's independent power development company, based in

18

Colorado Springs, and vice president of business development for CogenAmerica, a

19

publicly-traded independent power producer based in Minnetonka. Before obtaining

20

my competitive power experience, I had an 18-year career with Stone & Webster

21

Engineering Corporation in Boston. I have a degree in chemical engineering from the

22

University of New Hampshire and am a member of the Chemical Engineering

23

Department's Advisory Board. My resume is appended as Exhibit
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While employed by Wheelabrator

Prior to Wheelabrator. I was the president of

(RCS-1).

1

Q

2

A

On whose behalf are you testifying?
I am testifying on behalf of MEP-I LLC, MEP-II LLC, and Excelsior Energy

3

Inc. (collectively "Excelsior"), the developers of the Mesaba Energy Project

4

(the "Project").

5

Scope and Summary

6

Q

7

A

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?
The purpose of my testimony is to sponsor portions of Excelsior's Joint

8

Application, the Environmental Supplement, and the attached Air, NPDES, and Water

9

Appropriation Permit Applications.

10

sections:

11

Joint Application

In particular, I am sponsoring the following

12

Section 1.8 (Construction Schedule)

13

Section 2.7 (Summary Comparison of West and East Range Sites)

14

Section 2.8 (Preferred and Alternate Site Comparison of Construction and

15

Operating Cost)

16

Section 3.1.1 (Technology Selection)

17

Section 3.7 (Generating Plant Construction)

18

Environmental Su pplement

19

Section 1.3 (Project Purpose and Benefits)

20

Section 1.4 (Description of the Gasification/Combined Cycle Technology)

21

Section 1.6.1 (Technology Selection)

22

Section 1.9.1 (Schedule Overview)

23

Section 1.9.3 (Summary of Test Plans)

24

Section 1.9.4 (Plans Following Demonstration Period)
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1

Section ], i 0.1.2 (Operations Labor)

2

Air Permit Application

3

Section 1.6.2 (Description of IGCC Technology)

4

Section 1.6.3 (Maximum Emission/Discharge Scenarios Quantified)

5

Section 1.6.4 (Feedstock Flexible)

6

Section i .6.5 (IGCC Power Station Footprint and Buffer Land)

7

Section 1.7 (Implementation Schedule)

8

Section 5.3 (IGCC Process Description)

9

NPDES Permit Application

10

Section 1.5 (Project Schedule)

11

Section 3.2.1.3 (Operating Plan)

12

Water Appropriation

13

Section 4.2 (Supply Capability and Facility Needs)

14

Section 5 (Construction Schedule and Phasing)

15

Attachment A (Excelsior Water Management Plan with Conceptual Pump Station

16

Drawings)

17

Q

18

A

What have you done to prepare these sections of the permit applications?
Because I did not join Excelsior until after the permit applications were filed, I

19

was not personally involved in the preparation of these sections. However, since

20

joining Excelsior, I have worked closely with Excelsior and ConocoPhillips personnel

21

on the development and engineering for the Mesaba Project.

22

sponsored sections thoroughly, and am prepared to answer questions about them.
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I have reviewed the

1

Q

2
3

What topics are addressed by the sections of the permit applications for \vhich
you are providing sponsorship?

A

4

Generally, the sections of the permit applications that I am sponsoring address
four broad issues:

5

•

Plant Construction

6

•

Plant Technology

7

•

Plant Operations

8

•

Comparison of East and West Range Sites

9

Q

10

A

Are you sponsoring any new material today?
Yes.

It is also the purpose of my testimony to sponsor Excelsior Energy's

11

Action Plan for Carbon Capture and Sequestration ("CCS Plan").

12

Excelsior, 1 supervised and engaged in the preparation of the CCS Plan, and 1 am

13

available to answer any questions about it.

]4

testimony as Exhibit

15

PlanLConstruction

16

Q

17

A

On behalf of

The CCS Plan is appended to my

(RCS-2).

Please provide an overview of the plant construction schedule.
The construction schedule for Mesaba One is organized into three periods:

18

Period I (Project Definition and Preliminary Design Phase); Period II (Final Design

19

and Construction); and Period III (Demonstration/Operation).

20

Presently, Excelsior is engaged in Period I project definition and preliminary

21

design activities. Construction of Mesaba One is scheduled to commence in the 1st

22

quarter of 2008 with a commercial in-service date scheduled for the 4th quarter of

23

2011. The commercial in-service date for Mesaba Two is scheduled for 2014.
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Q

2
3

What measures will be taken to minimize environmental impacts of the
construction process?

A

First, environmentally sensitive areas at construction sites will be identified in

4

more detail prior to the start of construction. These locations will be clearly flagged

5

and will not be disturbed during construction site preparation activities.

6

Construction activities will be governed either by a general NPDES permit or

7

an individual NPDES permit.

8

prevention plan, which imposes best management practices for control of storm water

9

runoff and erosion protection.

10

The permit will include a stormwater pollution

Best management practices will be installed and

implemented prior to construction.

11

During construction, trained/certified

Environmental personnel

will

be

12

continuously on site to coordinate emergency response activities.

13

sanitation facilities will be provided and cleaned daily, with waste hauled to a local

14

disposal facility.

15

tested, and if not suitable for routing to the retention basin, will be transported by truck

16

to an appropriately licensed off-site treatment facility.

17

Plant Technology

18

Q

19

A

Temporary

All spent construction and hydrotest water will be sampled and

What is meant by "Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle" technology?
In traditional coal-fired power plants, pulverized coal is burned to generate

20

heat, which is used to produce steam. The steam rotates a steam turbine generator to

21

produce electricity.

22

In contrast, IGCC facilities operate by first converting a coal slurry mixture

23

into a synthetic natural gas ("syngas") in a process known as gasification. The syngas

24

is cooled and cleaned before making its way to a combustion turbine generator, where
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1

the combustion oi" syngas results in the expansion of gases, which spin a turbine to

2

generate electricity. Waste heat from the combustion of syngas is then recovered and

3

used to generate steam, which creates additional electricity by rotating a steam turbine

4

generator.

5

operated in tandem to generate electricity in a highly efficient manner, the

6

configuration is referred to as "combined cycle" generation.

7

Q

8
9

When a combustion turbine generator and steam turbine generator are

Please describe briefly the technology selected for the Project's IGCC Power
Station.

A

The Mesaba IGCC Power Station will employ ConocoPhillips' E-Gas™

10

technology. This technology is "feedstock flexible," which means that it will allow

11

the plant to process a range of fuels in the gasifier, including petroleum coke,

12

bituminous coal, sub-bituminous coal, and certain combinations of such feedstocks.

13

Q

14

A

What is the purpose of a "feedstock flexible" design?
Fuel flexibility and the corresponding ability to utilize different transportation

15

systems for fuel delivery will likely minimize long-term energy costs and provide

16

significant life-of-plant

17

technologies.

18

Plant Operations

19

Q

20
21

benefits to consumers

compared

to other baseload

Will there be a test period to ensure that the plant is achieving environmental
performance standards?

A

Yes. Under the DOE CCPI award, there will be a 12-month test period that

22

will commence at the Commercial Operation Date. During this time, Excelsior will

23

ensure that environmental and operational performance of the Project is conducted in

24

accordance with all laws and regulations.
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1

CCS Plan

2

Q

3
4

Please briefly summarize the information contained in Exhibit

(RCS-2), CCS

Plan.
A

The CCS Plan represents Excelsior's effort to analyze the regulatory

5

framework, economic considerations, and technology available for capturing and

6

sequestering carbon dioxide generated by Mesaba One and Mesaba Two.

7

particular, the CCS Plan contemplates the role the Project would play in reducing the

8

State's risk in the face of a carbon constrained economy and discusses how federal

9

regulation of greenhouse gases could facilitate efforts to sequester carbon dioxide in

10

geological formations closest to the Iron Range. The CCS Plan evaluates two options

11

for capturing COa in Mesaba One and Mesaba Two, evaluates where the captured

12

carbon dioxide could be sequestered, and addresses the economic realities that will

13

dictate the Plan's implementation.

14

Q

15
16

In

What conclusions are reflected in the CCS Plan with respect to Excelsior's plan
to capture and sequester carbon dioxide?

A

The Plan identifies a recommended technical option for Mesaba One and

17

Mesaba Two that involves installing an amine scrubber downstream of the acid gas

18

removal system to remove up to 85% of the carbon dioxide in the syngas produced in

19

the gasification process. For the preferred feedstock, such removal would represent an

20

overall 30% (by weight) capture of the total carbon processed by the plant. The likely

21

plan for the captured carbon dioxide is to transport it to depleted oil fields in North

22

Dakota, southwestern Manitoba, and/or southeastern Saskatchewan where it will be

23

sequestered underground in the process of enhancing oil recovery. The program could

24

be financed through a combination of revenue from the sale of carbon dioxide to oil
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1

companies, sale of carbon credits once greenhouse gas regulations are promulgated,

2

amendments to the Power Purchase Agreement to provide for the pass-through of

3

certain costs, and through possible government funding (i.e., Phase III of U.S. DOE's

4

Carbon Sequestration Program).

5

Conclusion

6

Q

7

A
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Does this conclude your testimony?

Yes.
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RICHARD (DICK) C. STONE
4 Sloaus Brook Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
Phone: 603.773.5778 Cell: 603.303.3067
stoiieyinbKSr/T.comcrtM.iier

SUMIMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS
Results oriented business development executive with 35 years of proven success in the
waste-to-energy. independent power, electric utility and industrial power industries.
Demonstrated business and project development experience for both domestic and international
projects. Excellent verbal and written communication skills.
Proven management and transaction skills in:
• Analyzing global market opportunities and developing and executing strategic plans
• -Establishing joint-ventures
'
• Xegotiaiina project contracts to support project financing
• Managing inulti disciplinary business teams for both greeufield development and project
. Acquisitions and divestitures •
. '
• Restructuring and redeveloping existing solid waste and independent power projects
EMPLOYMENT

-Vice President, Business Development
lOQl-Pres&ir
TUteeifibrntor TecinwJogit's Inc.. Haniprou, NH
Member of the Senior Leadership Team and responsible for waste-to-energy and independent
power business development. Responsible for greenfield project development mid acquisition
for third part)1 projects. Responsible for project redevelopment of our existing waste-to-energy
and IPP projects including renegotiation of long-term solid waste disposal contracts and power
purchase agreements. Participant on team to prepare corporate strategic plans and to develop
new business opportunities for the company. Recently assigned to be the \Vlie elabrator interface
with the Organic Growth Group.
President
2000-2001
Westmoreland Power Inc., Colorado Springs, CO
Responsible for managing company's existing IPP projects and developing new IPP projects.
Initiated the development of a 500 MW coal-fired power projecr in partnership with Mout.mi
Dakota Utilities in North Dakota at a company owned coal mine.
Vice President, Business Development and Marketing
199^-1000
Cogfnerathn Corporation of America, .\fiuneapolis. ,\/.v
Member of executive" management team responsible for its IPP business. Direct
responsibility for business and project development. Focus was on acquisition'of domestic
cogeneration projects and companies. Direct interface with company's board of directors and
institutional shareholders.
Vice President, Business Development
19S9-1997
Wlieflabrator Environmental Systems Inc., Hnmp'on, _\7/
Responsible for managing the company's business development and project development for
new cogeneration and independent power projects. Responsible for multi disciplinary Business
Development Teams with representatives from legal, finance, engineering, and operations
departments.

Resume of Dick Stone
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EMPLOYMENT, CONTINUED
Viet President
1993-1996
\VTI International Energy Inc.. Hampron, NH
Responsible for managing Wheelabrator's international 1PP business development and
project development activities. Managed project development activities m: Italy. China. India
and Aiistralia. Negotiated nil exclusive development agreement with Babcock & Wilcox to
jointly pursue international coal-fired IPP projects.
Vice President
.
J9S5-19S9
.$(011? A Webster Development .Corporation, Boston, ,YLi
Managed IPP development business. Project activities included a 150MW waste coal project
with Virginia Power and gas-fired cogeueration project with Pfizer. Negotiated a joint .
development agreement with Tenueco Cogeneration Development Company for domestic sasfued projects.
VAIous Positions
•
'
'
1971-19S5
Stone A Webster Engineering Corporation, Boston, Al-i
Experience in eucineerina themial power plants involving conventional pulverized coal.
d combustion and gas turbine cycles. Various assiguiuents in engineering,
g". project development and international departments.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science. Chemical Engineering. University of New Hampshire
Graduate Courses at UNH
]v-fanagement Development courses at -Stone & Webster
Management Development courses at \\Tjeelabrator
Appointed to Clieihical Engineering Depaiiment Advisoiy Board at UXH. 2005-present

ASSOCLXTION MEMBERSHIPS
Registered Professional Engineer New Hampshire. 1976-present
Member of Board of Directors of Electric Power Supply Association. Washington. DC.
1996-present: Chairman of Renewable Committee, 1997 and 2005
Manber of Board of Directors Midwest Independent Power producers. 199S-2000 '
Member of Board of Directors Independent Power Producers of New Jersey. 1997-2000
National Independent Energy Producers; 1991-199G
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RICHARD (DICK) C. STONE
4 Sloans Brook Drive
Exeter, NH 03833

SUMMARY OF POWER GENERATION TRANSACTIONS
Wheelabrator Technologies
Acquisitions
> Hudson Falls. 500 TPD \vaste-tc-energy project in Hudson Falls. NY acquired from
Foster Wheeler.
> Lassen Cogeneration Project. -12 M\V gas-fired cogeneration project in Redding. CA
acquired from Simpson Paper Co.
> Martell Project. 1SMW biomass cogeneration plant in Martell. CA acquired from
Georgia Pacific.
> Hudson Coge.neration Project. 6 MW biomass co-generation plant acquired from
individual investor.
.
.•

'

> Norw-alk Cogeueration Project. 2S\TW gas-fired combined cycle cogenerarion project in
Norwalk. CA acq;iired from Signal Capita!. "
Divestitures
> Martell Prqisct. sold to Sierra Pacific Industries.
Greenfield Development
> Ridge Generating Station. 40MW biomasi. scrap tire and landfill a.is-fired power plant in
Aubunidale. FL. Project jointly developed with Decker Energy International.
Project RedevelopmeiirRestrucnniiig
> Slieminn Station. 1SM\V biomass cogeneration project in Sherman. ME. Acquired
minority partner's interest.
> Norwnlk Cogeneration Project, renegotiated site lease with State of California to maintain
project's economic viability.
> Lasseii Project, developed new sieain use to maintain FERC QF stams when pulp and
paper mill terminated operations. Negotiated an SI 1M settlement with Simpson Paper, as
liquidated damages for tenninating its steam supply agreement.
> Baltimore \Vaste-to-Energy Project. 60 MW 2250 TPD facility that sells power to BG&E
and tlienu.il energy to Trigen's distiicl heating system. Negotiated new steam supply
ap-eement which provides for economic dispatch of steam to allow project io optimize
• powei- sales in the PJM.
> Project redevelopment of the following projects which have come to the end of their 20year contractual lenns. This activity includes renegotiation of fuel supply/solid waste
disposal agreements, power purchase contracts and host community agreements.
Claremont--250 TPD WTE project
Concord-500 TPD WTE project
Millbury—1500 TPD WTE project
Bridgep'ort--2250 TPD WTE project

3609624.1

Baltimore--2250 TPD WTE project
PinelIas-3000 TPD WTE project
Frackville--42MW autlrracite culm
IPP
Sheniian-lSMW biomass IPP

Westmoreland Power, luc.
Greenfield Development
> Responsible for preparing successful bid to the North Dakota Lignite Vision 21 Program
for a 500 MYV lignite-fired, power plant. Negotiated joint venture development
agreement with Montana Dakota Utilities. Project is under development.

Cogeiw ratloii Corporatlou of America (CogeuAmerica)
Acquisitions
. > Equiswr Cogenentiou Plant. 120 MW gas-fired cogeneration project in Moms. IL
acquired from NRG Energy.
•> Piyor Cogeheration Plant. 110MW aas-firecl coaeneratiou plant in Pr>?or. OK. acquired
from NRG Energy
Divestiture
> Member of senior management team thai conducted an auction to sell the company.
Completed sale of company to Calpine.

Dick Stone. Summary of Pcrvv<f Generation Transactions
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Mesaba One and Mesaba Two

Plan for Carbon Capture and Sequestration
Public Version

Prepared by '

.

.

.

EXCELSIOR ENERGY INC
EXCELSIORU «_ E N E R G Y

October 10, 2006 Revision 1

Executive Summary
Excelsior Energy Inc., the developer of the Mesaba Energy Project has prepared this plan to
identify the opportunities for capture and sequestration of carbon dioxide ("COi") emissions
from its integrated gasification combined-cycle ("IGCC") power stations. This carbon capture
and sequestration plan ("CCS Plan") was prepared to provide a concrete option for the State of
Minnesota to meet its obligations under future CO: regulations, which if promulgated, would
affect coal-fired power plants, including the Mesaba Energy Project. We undertook the plan
with the goal of providing the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (the "Commission") with
information about all options that available now and in the future with respect to carbon
management through capture and geological sequestration from the Mesaba Project.
The decision to implement a carbon capture and sequestration ("CCS") program is one that the
Commission must weigh from time to time, based upon the costs to ratepayers associated with
CCS and the benefits to ratepayers associated with a CCS program. This Plan provides a
framework within which the Commission can make such a decision. The costs to ratepayers of
implementing CCS would include additional capital and operating costs, reduced output and
plant efficiency and potential downtime to implement the system. The benefits would include
(a) any revenues from enhanced oil recovery (EOR), and (b) the ability to cost-effectively
comply with any form of legislation limiting or regulating carbon dioxide emissions as part of an
initiative to stabilize atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases ("Carbon Constraints"),
whether in the form of avoiding carbon taxes or the purchase of allowance credits, or the ability
to reduce carbon emissions to levels specified on a fleetwide or statewide basis.
The first option for CCS presented by the Mesaba Project entails capture and sequestration
carbon dioxide present in the syngas, which represents 30% of the total carbon dioxide emissions
from the plant. Technologically, this option would entail the installation of amine scrubbers
downstream of the acid gas removal system in the IGCC power stations to remove up to 85% of
the COi in the synthesis gas; that fuels the plants, resulting in an overall CC>2 capture rate of 30%
for the plant. This technology is available now to achieve 30% capture at a relatively low cost to
ratepayers. This option could be implemented as early as 2014, following the commercial
operation date for the first unit of the Mesaba Energy Project. Implementation of CCS prior to
the-availability of credits or carbon avoidance benefits would rely exclusively on revenues that
may be available from EOR. Sequestration at EOR sites would have higher costs, due to the
longer distances to the candidate oil fields, than would sequestration in saline formations closer
to the plant site. Those additional costs would be weighed against the revenues that would
accompany the supply of C02 for EOR. A decision to implement this form of CCS prior to the
imposition of Carbon Constraints would have to weigh the likelihood that the base line emissions
year would be established such that reductions implemented before that date would be given
credit.
The second, longer-term option for CCS presented by the Mesaba Project would reduce CO2
emissions by approximately 90%. This option could be implemented following the successful
demonstration by the DOE's FutureGen of full capture from an IGCC plant. The costs of this
option are significantly higher than the 30% capture approach using currently available
technology. Significant ongoing research and development efforts sponsored by the Department
MESABA ENERGY PROJECT
PLAN FOR CARBON CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION

of Energy ("DOE") are expected to reduce these costs significantly and result in commercial
offerings of these technologies. Given the fact that IGCC is a least-cost source of carbon
reductions in the power sector, these deeper reductions are likely to be cost justified in the event
Carbon Constraints are imposed that require any meaningful reduction in total greenhouse gas
emissions. Implementation of 30% capture option would not preclude later decisions to increase
capture levels to 90%.
In an EOR scenario, the captured carbon dioxide would be transported via pipeline to oil fields in
North Dakota, southwestern Manitoba, and/or southeastern Saskatchewan. Once the COi arrives
at its destination, it would be sequestered underground, potentially in connection with enhanced
oil recover}' operations.
Alternatively, the saline formation scenario would entail transporting the C02 to a saline
formation located much closer to the plant site, reducing the pipeline costs but also eliminating
the revenues associated with the sale and beneficial use of the
The economics of CCS look promising. The 30% capture option identified in the CCS Plan
would enable COi capture at a cost per ton below that of any other existing power plant in the
state. IGCC plants' ability to economically capture COi, combined with the potential for
revenues described above, have the potential to significantly decrease the cost of CCS.
Under this proposed Plan. Excelsior would commit to undertake capture, transportation and
sequestration of carbon dioxide, upon a decision by, and at the direction of, the Commission.
upon approval of a modification to the proposed power purchase agreement that would allow for
Excelsior to be compensated at a reasonable cost of capital for the necessary capital investments.
and to be made whole on the other costs associated with the CCS program. This commitment,
together with Excelsior's ongoing work to refine the costs and technical means to implement
CCS, will position the State to respond in a timely and economic fashion to carbon constraints.

I. Introduction
This ability to capture and sequester CO2 is important because Carbon Constraints are likely to
be implemented within the next ten years. As evidence of this, various proposals to regulate
greenhouse gas emissions ("GHGs") have been introduced in the United States Congress, and
various states have embarked upon their own GHG programs.
Identification of strategies to comply with likely Carbon Constraints is a critical element of
protecting Minnesota's consumers and economy. Excelsior is working in conjunction with the
Energy and Environmental Research Center ("EERC") as part of the Plains C02 Reduction
Partnership ("PCOR") initiative to develop COi management options for the Mesaba EnergyProject based on evaluations of sequestration opportunities associated with regional geologic
formations/features and nearbv terrestrial features.1

1

The EERC is part of the University of North Dakota and has been selected by the Department of Energy
to develop a regional vision and strategy for dealing with carbon management in the Plains Region
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What follows is Excelsior's CCS Plan for the first two of six IGCC units to be constructed over
time on three state-authohzed sites within the Taconite Tax Relief Area of Northeastern
Minnesota. The proximity of the three sites with IGCC units, together with the potential
opportunities for carbon sequestration identified by the EERC, affords the State of Minnesota the
opportunity to carefully plan for and implement the most cost-effective and flexible response to
carbon constraints.

II. Background: Mesaba Energy Project Phases I and II
The IGCC Power Station described in this document consists of Phase I and Phase II of the
Mesaba Energy Project ("Mesaba One" and "Mesaba Two," respectively). Each phase is
nominally rated at peak to deliver 606 megawatts ("MW") of electricity to the bus bar.
Excelsior has submitted the necessary regulatory petitions and preconstruction permit
applications to support construction of Mesaba One and Mesaba Two. The key pending
regulatory filings made in connection with the Mesaba Project include the following: On
December 22, 2005, Excelsior submitted to the Commission a petition to approve a Power
Purchase Agreement with Xcel Energy under Minn, Stat. § 216B.I693 and 1694. On June 16,
2006, Excelsior submitted a Joint Permit Application for a Large Electric Power Generating
Plant Site Permit, a High Voltage Transmission Line Route Permit, and a Natural Gas Pipeline
Route Permit to the Commission for Mesaba One and Mesaba Two. On June 28, 2006,
Excelsior submitted applications for New Source Review Construction Authorization and
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permits to the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency for Mesaba One and Mesaba Two. On June 29, 2006, Excelsior submitted an
application for a Water Appropriation Permit to the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.
When operational, the Mesaba Energy Project will allow Minnesota and the nation to benefit
from the environmental advantages that IGCC technology offers over conventional, solid fuel
alternatives. Beyond its capability for achieving an emission profile unmatched by conventional
coal combustion systems, IGCC is adaptable to capture significant amounts of carbon dioxide
from the synthesis gas prior to its combustion. Mesaba One and Two will be configured to allow
for the installation of additional equipment that'can capture up to 30% of the potential carbon in
its selected feedstock.
'

III. Regulatory Context for Carbon Capture and
Sequestration
Excelsior's intent in proposing a framework for CCS is to commence a process to identify and
define conditions for development of CCS when state or national considerations require GHG
reductions, and/or when such reductions might otherwise become an economic choice for the
ratepayers of Northern States Power Company under the PPA, in the context of Mesaba One and

(including the Canadian Provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, and the states of Montana,
NE Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Missouri). See
PCOR Partnership Profile, http://www.undeerc.org/pcor/partnership.asp.
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Mesaba Two. Excelsior's efforts will advance State decision makers' practical knowledge
regarding the role IGCC and the Mesaba Energy Project can play in achieving actual reductions
in the state's CO3 emissions.
Several states are undertaking initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, most notably
carbon dioxide, in isolated sectors of their economies.2 To achieve significant reductions of such
emissions, it is probable that future climate change initiatives will extend nationwide and to all
sectors of the economy. The ability to physically reduce the volume of GHG emissions from
Minnesota's economic activity will be a critical component to the State's economic health,
whether the constraints require roll-backs from any one sector or sources, or whether the
constraints take the form of a tax or a cap-and-trade system. The precise form that the carbon
limits take is outside the scope of this CCS Plan, and in any event is not critical to the analysis of
IGCC, which has the lowest cost of capture of any fossil fuel technology. In a carbon-managed
economy, large sources of COi emissions that can economically achieve significant GHG
reductions will likely be the major source of CO2 offsets for other economic sectors whose only
meaningful alternative for achieving reductions may be the purchase of GHG offset credits.
Because IGCC is the technology best suited to carbon capture of all the fossil technologies, it is a
least-cost means to achieve actual reductions in GHG emissions, and will therefore very likely be
able to achieve emission reductions at a cost below where credits will trade or where tax levels
are established in order to signal sufficient reductions to meet the national program goals.

* Connecticut. Delaware, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey. New York and Vermont have formed the
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative ("RGGI") with the goal of creating a regional cap-and-trade program.
The plan will begin addressing carbon dioxide emissions from power plants in the member states by
capping 2009 carbon dioxide emissions at current levels. Beginning in 2015, RGGI states will begin
reducing carbon dioxide emissions to achieve a 10% reduction by 2019. To facilitate the process, power
plants will receive CO2 emission allowances, which they may trade with other power plants. See Press
Release, Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, States Reach Agreement on Proposed Rules for the
Nation's First Cap-and-Trade Program to Address Climate Change (Aug. 15, 2006), available a!
http://www.rggi.org,Mocs/model_rule_release_8_l 5_06.pdf; Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, Model
Rule (Aug. 15, 2006), available at http://\vww.rggi.org/docs/model_rule_8_l 5_06.pdf.
Similarly, California recently enacted legislation that calls for the development of regulations and market
mechanisms that will reduce the state's greenhouse gas emissions by 25% by 2020. The law will impose
mandatory caps beginning in 2012 and will incrementally tighten emission limits to reach the 2020 goals.
See Press Release, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, Gov. Schwarzenegger Signs Landmark Legislation to
Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Sept. 27, 2006), available at http://gov.ca.gov/index.php7/pressrelease/4111/; California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, Assembly Bill No. 32. available at
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub,/bill/asm/ab_0001-0050/ab_32_bill_20060927_chaptered.pdf
In 2001, Massachusetts developed regulations that apply to power plants in the state. Under the
regulations. CO2 emissions may not exceed the historical actual emissions for the three-year period from
1997 to 1999, and C02 emissions may not exceed 1800 Ibs/MWh. See Massachusetts Dept. of
Environmental Protection. Governor Swift Unveils Nation's Toughest Power Plant Regulations, Inside
DEP, April/May 2001, at 1, available at http://www.environmentalleague.org/Issues/Enforcement/
DEPMay2001.pdf^search=%22Governor%20Swift%20air%20regu!ations%22; 310 Mass. Code Regs.
7.29 (2004), available at http://enviro.blr.contfdisplay_regxfm/id/48436.
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Mesaba One and Mesaba Two are therefore likely to be ideal sources of carbon offsets under
such circumstances, and are likely to provide the State with a meaningful, cost-effective hedge in
meeting any federally- imposed GHG reductions.

IV. Preliminary Plan Description and Analysis
There are two primary components of the CCS Plan. First, Excelsior identifies the most
promising, commercially available CCh capture technology to install at the IGCC power station.
As described later in this section, an amine scrubber process currently has the most potential for
carbon capture at the Mesaba Project. Second, Excelsior develops engineering plans for
different methods of sequestering the captured COi- Based upon studies to date, the CCS Plan
suggests a staged development of COi pipelines from its Iron Range plant sites to North Dakota
oil fields and proximate locations. The pipelines would likely utilize existing railroad, pipeline,
or transmission line rights of way.

A. CO2 Capture
Several processes have been proposed for carbon capture in coal power plants, consisting
primarily of scrubbing or membrane separation-based processes. In conventional coal plants, the
carbon must be scrubbed from very large volumes of stack gases at low pressures and
temperatures. The most mature and proven of these is amine scrubbing, which is similar to the
process used by the Mesaba Energy Project to capture sulfur from the syngas. In this process,
the amine solution first adsorbs carbon dioxide from the gas being treated, and then CCKenriched amine is regenerated, recycling the amine and producing a relatively pure stream of
CO2.
IGCC plants enable pre-combustion capture of CO2, which provides the intrinsic advantages of
treating an undiluted and pressurized gas stream. An additional advantage enjoyed by IGCC is
that CC>2 captured from high-pressure syngas requires less compression before transport and/or
storage.
The Mesaba Energy Project features a design that is adaptable to carbon capture, which enables
relatively simple upgrades to be made in order to commence carbon capture. These upgrades
entail installing a CO: amine scrubber downstream of the acid gas removal system and adding
driers and compressors for captured CO2. In this design, the CO2 available for capture is limited
by the proportion of carbon dioxide in the syngas, which varies for different fuels. Up to 30% of
the potential CO2 could be removed from the design subbituminous coal, while up to 20% could
be removed from other design feedstocks.
Higher capture rates are not commercially available today, but will be demonstrated in the future.
This is the primary objective of DOE's FutureGen project, which aims to capture at least 90% of
the CO2 from a non-commercial plant to begin operation in 2013. After such a demonstration of
commercial viability, the Mesaba Energy Project could achieve 90% capture by adding a gas
reheater and a water gas shift reactor upstream of the C02 amine scrubber. The shift reactor
process converts CO to CO2by the following reaction:
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Nearly all of the carbon in the resulting syngas stream is in the form of CO2, enabling the amine
scrubber to remove at least 90% of the CO:. However, at the current state of technology, this
process would increase capital cost and reduce efficiency of the plant, making it more expensive
for capturing COi on a per ton basis than the 30% configuration. It should be noted that a plant
that has implemented 30% capture would stil! be technically capable of being converted to
capture 90% once the technology is demonstrated by DOE's FurureGen project.
Because the 90% approach has not yet been demonstrated and the 30% approach is the most
mature and proven option, Excelsior concludes that the 30% approach is the most likely
candidate for CCS in the near term. The 30% CC>2 capture configuration represents a costeffective, commercially available option today for the Mesaba Project.

B. Economic Considerations Relating to Sequestration
The potential economic drivers for CCS by the Mesaba Energy Project include opportunities to
supply the CCh to an oil field for sale and use in enhanced oil recovery ("EOR"). and the
opportunity for financial benefits to ratepayers from reductions in the costs of complying'with
carbon limits imposed in the future. This CCS Plan contains information on economical
sequestration opportunities within the oil fields located in closest proximity to the Mesaba IGCC
power stations. Because COi used for EOR is also sequestered, the Mesaba Energy Project
would likely earn carbon credit revenues (or avoid costs in other carbon limit scenarios) once
regulations limit CCb emissions, which would be in addition to the EOR revenues. Therefore,
investments in pipeline infrastructure for EOR will provide additional value as a method of
sequestration once a carbon credit market is established.
1. Enhanced Oil Recovery
Carbon dioxide has been proven to be very effective for secondary and tertiary oil recovery by
both displacing and decreasing the viscosity of otherwise unrecoverable oil. Upon extraction of
the oil, the EOR process easily removes pressurized CO2 and recycles it by reinjecting into the
pool. Economic benefits from EOR have been realized in at least two regions in North America.
Kinder Morgan CO2 has a CO2 pipeline network of 1100 miles servicing the Permian Basin in
western Texas and eastern New Mexico. Similarly, the Dakota Gasification Project in the
Northern Plains pipes COi over 200 miles to the Weyburn oil field in southeastern
Saskatchewan. The market for CO2-based EOR is still available in oil fields across the country,
so the Mesaba Energy Project, by virtue of its advanced stage of development, may be poised to
exploit some of the most economical oil recovery operations available to the benefit of
Minnesota ratepayers.

2. Carbon Credits or Other Economic Benefits of CCS
Carbon credits or other economic benefits derived from CCS under other forms of potential
carbon regulation also represent a potential economic driver for the Mesaba CCS development,
3

See Kinder Morgan CO2. http://www.kindermorgan.com./'about_us/about_us_kmp_co2.cfm.
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with future regulation in the U.S. determining the final value of the Carbon Benefits generated
by CCS undertaken by the Mesaba Energy Project.

D, CCS Approach
This CCS Plan analyzes the most promising initial approach for CCS from the Mesaba Energy
Project under present circumstances, which would entail capture of 30% of the CC>2 generated by
the power stations and would direct that captured COi to EOR sites. This approach requires a
longer pipeline than would direct sequestering of CC^ in closer, non-EOR sites. Therefore,
targeting EOR sites will require higher front-end costs than if Excelsior were to sequester carbon
simply to meet carbon limits without providing CO2 for EOR opportunities. EOR and future
carbon credit markets may offset the higher costs associated with initially targeting EOR
sequestration sites.
While the timetable for implementation of regulations governing the operation of a carbonmanaged economy is unknown, Excelsior anticipates that it would have adequate time to
implement the power station upgrades and construct a COz pipeline.
Numerous in-depth studies exist describing the technological means to capture 90% of the
carbon dioxide from an IGCC plant.4 Because of the real-time research and development efforts
with respect to 90% capture, and the expected reductions in costs of this option as the
technologies are demons trated, Excelsior has not attempted to quantify the costs nor describe the
technological approach in detail in this phase of the plan.

V.

Currently Available Regional Sequestration Studies and
Experience with CO2 Pipelines
A. Regional Sequestration Studies

The EERC has extensively characterized three major types of sinks for carbon sequestration that
are within the appropriate geographic proximity of the Mesaba Energy Project. The options are
geological sequestration in oil fields (for enhanced oil recovery or storage only) or saline
formations, and terrestrial sequestration (primarily using wetlands). Terrestrial sites are not
suited to accommodate direct injection of COs because such sites rely on changing the existing
physical configuration of large areas of the earth's surface, rather than accepting the direct input
of CO2 at a stationary point. This CCS Plan focuses on geological sequestration, to which IGCC
is uniquely suited.
Oil fields have proven to be COi sinks with sufficient storage capacity to accommodate CCS
projects equivalent to the long-term output of all six phases of the Mesaba Energy Project.
Fields in the Permian Basin in western Texas have sequestered COi for decades at scales even
larger than those addressed in this CCS Plan.

4

For a summary of such studies, see the Oct. 10, 2006 testimony of Douglas H. Cortez. OAH Docket No.
12-2500-17260-2, MPUC Docket No. E-6472-/M-05-1993.
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During Phase I of the PCOR project, the EERC conducted exhaustive bottom-up
characterizations of the EOR potential for each field in the PCOR region.5 The EERC's
methodology has produced reliable and conservative estimates of the COa capacity for EOR in
each field. This data forms the basis for the EOR-driven scenarios in the CCS Plan by the
Mesaba Energy Project presented below. The economic benefits that could be achieved from
EOR alone (that is. not including sales of carbon credits) are substantial. For example, the
EERC projects that the total value of oil that could be recovered by EOR in North Dakota alone
exceeds $15 billion (at a price per barrel of S59.50).6
Saline formations have the potential for still greater sequestration capacity than oil fields. The
EERC's studies of the COi sequestration capacity of the Broom Creek Formation in North
Dakota have confirmed this observation.7

B. Experience with CO2 Pipelines
Carbon dioxide suppliers, purchasers, and third parties that own existing CO? pipelines provide
practical knowledge about how such pipelines operate. CO2 pipelines are similar to natural gas
pipelines, and they can transport CO? from its source to a sink. The primary difference between
COi and natural gas pipelines is that COi pipelines require higher pressures (roughly 2,000 psi
instead of 1,000 psi). Dedicated COi pipelines are currently used for EOR in the Permian Basin
and the Weyburn Oil Field. In the Kinder Morgan pipeline, which services the Permian Basin, 1
billion cubic feet per day of COz is compressed from 800 to 2,000 psi and transported 500 miles.8
Applying this knowledge, IGCC power stations will dry and compress carbon dioxide and inject
it into pipelines. Over long pipeline distances, booster stations will periodically recompress the
CO2.

VI. Scenarios to Be Further Investigated
This section evaluates five CCS configurations associated with the Mesaba Energy Project in an
effort to give policymakers further information about potential CCS options. CCS based on
EOR alone will be examined for the 30% capture configuration, across one to six Mesaba Energy
Project units (each unit is assumed to have roughly 600 megawatts of capacity). As discussed in
Section IV, the 90% capture configuration is not yet commercially available. Therefore,
although this may change in time, Excelsior does not assume 90% capture for the purpose of
generating the economics in this CCS Plan. As a simplifying baseline assumption, this CCS Plan
further assumes that cost-sharing opportunities with other COz sources will not be available.

5

See PCOR Partnership, Plains CO2 Reduction (PCOR) Partnership (Phase I) Final Report/JulySeptember 2005 Quarterly Report, January 2006, available at http://gis.undeerc.org/
website/PCORP/cdpdfs/FinalReport.pdf.
6
EERC, Presentation, Potential Sequestration Options in the Plains CO2 Reduction (PCOR) Partnership
Region & Estimated Capacities, Aug. 9, 2006 (on file with Excelsior Energy).
7
Testimony of Edward N. Steadman, Oct. 10, 2006, MPUC Docket No. E-6472/M-05-1993, OAH
Docket No. 12-2500-17260-2.
8
Kinder Morgan, Cortez Pipeline and McElmo Dome, http://www.kindermorgan.com/business/co2/
transport_cortez.cfm.
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A. Scenario 1
For Scenario 1 and its alternatives, pipelines would be constructed between the three Mesaba
Energy Project's Iron Range plant sites (each site containing two generating units) and a cluster
of oil fields in north central North Dakota, the southwestern corner of Manitoba, and the
southeastern corner of Saskatchewan. Many of these oil fields are either unitized or run by a
single operator, which expedites the establishment of EOR in a field. (Unitization is a process by
which field operators combine all oil and gas interests in a field into a single operation.) Nonunitized, multiple operator fields may take longer to set up EOR, so the readily available fields
would be advantageous and the likely economic choice. For the main trunk pipeline connecting
the plants and oil fields, two options for rights of way ("ROWs") are shown in Figure I. The
pipeline corridors in these scenarios follow existing rail ROWs only for the purpose of
illustration - other potential corridors may exist.
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B. Scenario 1A
For the CO2 captured at Mesaba One, a cluster of oil fields in north-central North Dakota and
southwestern Manitoba are targeted, with preliminary expectations that such fields could
accommodate EOR for 22 years. This duration, which is used throughout the analysis of the
various scenarios, corresponds to that of the financial model and does not reflect cessation of
capture. Following existing railroad track (for purposes of illustration) from the preferred West
Range site, a 12-inch pipeline approximately 405 miles long could reach the first proposed oil
field. Over the course of 22 years, an additional 40 miles of pipeline would be needed to connect
to nearby fields. Two of the fields are unitized. The pipeline network needed to serve this
scenario is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Western Terminus of CO2 Pipeline Serving Mesaba One
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C. Scenario IB
For Mesaba One and Two, the network of pipelines would expand to a chain of oil fields in
southeastern Saskatchewan. To accommodate 22 years of EOR from both units, approximately
120 additional miles of pipeline would be added for a total system length of 525 miles. This
length is inclusive of additions required for a single unit as described above, and such additions
could be staged. To illustrate the economies of scale, it will be assumed that the trunk pipeline is
sized to accommodate two units, such that looping (i.e., duplicating) the 405 mile base pipeline
is not necessary. The pipeline network for this scenario is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Extension of Western Terminus of Mesaba One Pipeline to Accommodate Mesaba Two
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D. Scenario 1C
For Mesaba Units One through Six, the pipeline network could reach much larger fields in
Saskatchewan and North Dakota. The incremental pipeline additions for these units would
include 85 new miles, for a total system length of 610 miles, as shown in Figure 4. While this
scenario would be the most: efficient and economical, the degree of uncertainty is too great to
model even on a preliminary basis at this time. This scenario demonstrates that the potential for
EOR present a CCS opportunity, and that a cost-shared pipeline accommodating multiple
sources is a very promising means to defray the overall final costs of CCS.
The introduction of carbon credits or other benefits for reductions under mandated carbon
constraints to these scenarios would improve the economics presented in the CCS Plan and
would not otherwise intrinsically alter the ideal implementation of pipeline routes. Other sources
may be induced to pursue EOR, but the relative cost competitiveness among those sources would
not likely change.
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Figure 4. Extension of Western Terminus of Pipeline to Accommodate Mesaba One Through Mesaba Six
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E. Scenario 2
Scenario 2 considers CCS based solely on carbon credit revenues or other benefits of CCS under
carbon constraints, with the Mesaba Energy Project as the only source. In this case, C02 would
only need to be piped approximately 265 miles from the West Range site to the Lower
Cretaceous saline formation in eastern North Dakota. Once again, existing right-of-way is
shown for purposes of illustration. The EERC projects that the capacity of this saline formation
dwarfs that of the oil fields considered in Scenario 1, so it is expected that the same pipeline
route could serve all units at 30% or 90% capture.9 The route in Scenario 2 is shown in Figure 5.

9

EERC, Presentation, Potential Sequestration Options in the Plains CO2 Reduction (PCOR) Partnership
Region & Estimated Capacities, Aug. 9, 2006 (on file with Excelsior Energy).
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Figure 5. CO2 Pipeline to Saline Formations for Carbon Credits (No EOR)
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E. Scenario 3
As Scenario 1C begins to demonstrate, the economies of scale for CC>2 transport could be
significant. In a fully implemented GHG regulatory scheme, it would be conceivable that the
majority of large industrial facilities (epitomized by large electric generation facilities) would be
capturing C02- The EERC's vision for a major pipeline system serving the PCOR region is laid
out in Figure 6. As the map shows, the concentration of industry on the Iron Range makes it a
likely route for a major arteiy of the CO2 network.
Figure 6. EERC's Vision of CCS in a Cdrbon Managed Economy

Source: EERC

VII. Preliminary Economic Analysis
Excelsior used the Mesaba Energy Project's proprietary financial model to identity the
breakeven value of COa (in 2006$ per ton), captured in the 30% approach for each scenario
identified in Section VI. This modeling is preliminary in nature and is intended to i) illustrate
economic dependencies around important CCS Plan variables rather than absolute costs and ii)
determine whether a more thorough investigation is justified. All cases assumed that capital
outlays associated with CCS occur in 2011, and that COi capture commences in the third quarter
of 2014 and continues for 22 years (through the duration of the financial model).
The financing structure and economic assumptions used in the modeling of these carbon capture
scenarios are consistent with Excelsior's assumptions in its current financial model used to
evaluate the Mesaba Energy Project. The cases are modeled to recover the costs associated with
the CCS program and maintain the required return to the projects equity investors. The effects of
the sensitivities shown below are displayed as changes in NPV from a base case and are
calculated using an 8% discount rate. Estimates for the cost of 90% removal are not available, so
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only 30% capture was modeled.
Fluor developed an estimate for the cost of the 30% capture configuration. 10 and Excelsior
integrated that estimate into the Mesaba Energy Project's financial model. There are two main
economic impacts associated with carbon capture: equipment capital cost and reduced plant
capacity, which also causes an increase in plant heat rate. The equipment includes the amine
stripper and the CC>2 drier and compressor. Plant capacity is reduced and heat rate is increased
because these processes are steam driven, and because the COi would need to be replaced by
steam as a diluent for NOA control. In an attempt to determine if CCS can be accomplished
without additional costs to utility ratepayers, the cost of fuel increase on a megawatt-hour
(MWh) basis corresponding to the heat rate increase was attributed and charged to the CCS
project in the model assumptions. Total capital cost additions are currently estimated to be
[BEGIN TRADE SECRET:
END TRADE SECRET] and the anticipated increased
.O&M costs for that equipment is [BEGIN TRADE SECRET:
END TRADE
SECRET]. The capacity reduction for the IGCC Power Station is currently estimated to be
[BEGIN TRADE SECRET: END TRADE SECRET], with the increased heat rate expected
to be [BEGIN TRADE SECRET: END TRADE SECRET].
As for pipeline cost<estimates, the Dakota Gasification Project's ("DGP") CO? pipeline to the
Weyburn oil field was used as the basis for estimating costs. The DGP pipeline was built for
$120 million in 1997, and consisted of 204 miles of nominal 12" and 14" Schedule 40 pipeline.
Conservatively assuming it was all 12" pipeline and escalated to 2005 dollars, the total cost for a
CO2 pipeline in the Northern Plains is assumed to be $60,920 per inch-mile. Based on the design
capacity of the Weybum pipeline, a nominal 12" Schedule 40 pipeline is sufficient to transport
COi produced by 30% capture at Mesaba One, with the Mesaba One and Two units requiring a
14" pipeline. A further conservative assumption utilized in the analysis is that the total pipeline
network is built up front. Costs could be reduced by deferring network expansions to additional
oil fields
Excelsior Energy modeled Scenarios 1A. IB, and 2, and the results are presented in Table 2.
For Scenarios 1A and IB, revenues could be earned from both EOR and carbon credits sales (or
through other carbon reduction benefits to ratepayers when constraints are imposed). This data
illustrates that the economies of scale are important for CCS - the required price per ton drops
significantly with larger volumes of CCS, despite the fact that 80 additional miles and an
increased diameter for the pipeline would be necessary. Scenario 2 demonstrates that the
Mesaba Energy Project could capture and sequester carbon at an even lower overall cost,
although such capture could not reap EOR revenues. As explained above, these cost estimates
are illustrative rather than predictive, and conclusions should be limited accordingly. The
accuracy of these estimates must be refined by additional study before the economic viability of
the project can be judged.

Fluor Enterprises. Inc., Mesaba Energy Project Partial Carbon Dioxide Capture Case, October 2006,

attached as Exhibit DC
(DC-7) to the Oct. 10, 2006 testimony of Douglas H. Cortez, OAH Docket No.
12-2500-17260-2, MPUC Docket No. E-6472-/M-05-1993.
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Table 2. Cost of Captured CO2

Scenario 1A
Scenario 1 B
Scenario 2

EOR

Pipeline length

Yes

445 miles
525 miles
265 miles

Yes
No

Total CCS Cost
(S/ton)
$40
$35
$32

Due to the high degree of uncertainty in many of the important assumptions, Excelsior conducted
a sensitivity analysis. Scenario IA was used as the base case for this analysis, and the results are
shown in Table 3. Pipeline costs represent the greatest source of uncertainty, both in terms of the
uncertainty of the cost assumed and impact that assumption has on total project cost. It is crucial
that the range of this cost be narrowed, and the engineering studies proposed in Section I would
address these and other issues. While the effect of capacity loss is nearly as material to the
analysis, there is greater modeling certainty in the assumed values.
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Table 3. Sensitivity Analysis of CCS Costs

Factor
Pipeline Cost

Case
Low
Base
High
Low

Plant Capital

Base
.

High

Low
Capacity/
Heat Rate

Base
High

Low
Plant O&M

Base
High

Pipeline O&M

Low
Base
High

Input Value Assumed
S30,145/in-mi
$60,290/in-mi
$90,435/in-mi
[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:
[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:
[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:
[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:
[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:
[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:

Required CO2
Value/Total CCS
Cost
530/ton C02
S40/ton C02
$50/ton C02
END
TRADE SECRET]
END
TRADE SECRET]
END
TRADE SECRET]
END
TRADE SECRET]
END
TRADE SECRET]
END
TRADE SECRET]

[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:
[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:
[BEGIN TRADE
SECRET:
S890/mi-yr
51,780/mi-yr
$2,760/mi-yr
.

END
TRADE SECRET]
END
TRADE SECRET]
END
TRADE SECRET]
$40/ton CO2
$40/ton CO2
S4 I/ton C02

It is important to note that the greatest uncertainty surrounding the economics of a CCS project is
revenue, as EOR depends upon volatile oil prices and carbon credit prices (or other economic
benefits from reductions under carbon constraints) depend upon future regulation. However,
such uncertainties are not specific to the Mesaba Energy Project and must be overcome by any
major undertaking of CCS. The figures presented in the remainder of this section elaborate upon
the modeled impact of CO2 prices on the net present value of different scenarios in the CCS Plan.
Figure 7 shows the impact that the value of CO2 has on project economics. This value for CO2 is
derived from either EOR or a combination of EOR and carbon credits or other CCS regulatory
benefits, and corresponds to Scenario 1A with the baseline assumptions described above.
Similarly. Figure 8 examines this impact if revenues are from carbon credits exclusively (that is,
no EOR). CO? would be sequestered in saline formations, corresponding to Scenario 2, Thus,
for Figure 8 the impact to the NPV is based on Scenario 2's S32/ton case as the $0 NPV
reference.
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Figure 7. Sensitivity to Changes in Total CO2 Revenue (S/ton CO2) in Scenario 1A

NPV of EOR Revenues and CO2 Credits Assuming EOR
$60,000
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Figure 8. Sensitivity to Changes in Carbon Credit Revenue (S/ton CO2) in Scenario 2

NPV of EOR Revenues and CO2 Credits Assuming No EOR
$80.000

S60.000

540,000

$20.000
o
o
o
Q.

Z

1. Sequestration in saline formations (Scenario 2)
2. Revenues from carbon credits

5(80,000)
Carbon Credit Value (S/ton CO2)

Changes in the NPV of different scenarios in the CCS Plan due to changes in pipeline costs are
shown in Figure 9. This figure assumes that the total value of CO2 will average S40/ton.
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Figure 9. Sensitivity to Changes in Pipeline Costs (S/in-mi) in Scenario 1A
NPV of EOR Revenues and CO2 Credits Across Varying Pipeline Costs
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Carbon credits are currently trading at approximately 517/ton in Europe. The value of CC>2 for
EOR is highly variable according to oil prices, specific field geology, and source competition.
At oil prices of S15-20/bbl, COi can be worth $IO-16/ton for EOR, and more at higher prices of
oil." As carbon regulations are introduced and become stricter, and as the price of oil increases,
the price of C02 can be expected to rise. Although it is premature to conclude whether CCS in
any scenario presented here is economical, Excelsior believes that additional study towards that
end is warranted.
The alternative sources of CO? for EOR in the fields identified in Scenario 1 are limited. The
largest of these by far are conventional coal plants in the region, but post-combustion COi
capture for such sources has only been demonstrated at pilot scale. The cost per ton is expected
to be higher for conventional coal than for the Mesaba Energy Project, even if a much shorter
pipeline is assumed for the former. Ethanol plants and natural gas processing facilities are able
to produce C02 at a much lower cost than conventional coal plants, but lack the capacity to
saturate the EOR market. Fields along the pipeline built by the Dakota Gasification Project can

" Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC Special Report: Carbon Dioxide Capture and
Storage, p. 33 (2005), available, at http://arch.rivm.nl/env/int/ipcc/pages_media/SRCCS-flnal/ccsspm.pdf.
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i-v
accommodate its supply for decades to come. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that EOR
revenues could be available to the Mesaba Energy Project across the time frames proposed.
Excelsior assumes that it will be positioned to obtain partial DOE cost sharing for construction of
the C02 pipeline. However, irrespective of such funding potential, Excelsior believes it is in the
interests of the both the Mesaba Project and the State to better understand the economic drivers
for CCS programs and the need to firm up equipment/construction costs at the plant, along the
pipeline route, and at the oil fields. Detailed engineering studies conducted under carefully
defined scopes of work will help refine such costs.
The EERC. in conjunction with Excelsior, will develop COo management options for the Mesaba
Energy Project based on evaluations of sequestration opportunities associated with regional
geologic forma lions/ features and nearby terrestrial features. The study will match carbon sinks
to the Mesaba Project and rank the sinks according to engineering, economic, and publicacceptance considerations. The schedule calls for the EERC to complete an analysis of the
identified CO2 management options in December 2006. Excelsior will use the results of this
analysis to narrow the scope of its Phase III proposal to the DOE for demonstrating the
commercial readiness of carbon sequestration via IGCC.
In preparing the Phase III proposal, the EERC and Excelsior will formulate best practices
required to accomplish sequestration of CO2 from IGCC facilities and publish the results as part
of a manual that can be used by others undertaking IGCC projects.

VIII. Summary and Conclusions
Excelsior has prepared this CCS Plan to offer the Commission and Minnesota ratepayers options
to capture and sequester a significant portion of the COi emissions from the Mesaba Energy
Project. Based on the scientific and technical considerations, marketplace and operating
assumptions, the financial analyses, and future carbon regulations assumed in this CCS Plan.
Excelsior anticipates that future technical studies will verify that it will be feasible to capture and
sequester COi emissions from the Mesaba Energy Project. As explained in the CCS Plan, the
most promising CCS scenario is for Excelsior to transport its CO2 via high-pressure pipelines to
the depleted oil fields associated in the Williston Basin located in North Dakota, southwestern
Manitoba, and southeastern Saskatchewan.
This CCS Plan reflects the work undertaken to date by Excelsior and the PCOR initiative.
Significant work remains to refine the engineering and economic information it contains. This
work will be advanced by the PCOR initiative. Excelsior will continue to update this
information as its work with PCOR progresses. Excelsior would be amenable to exploring a
commitment with the Commission to apply the final $2 million of its RDF award to further
efforts to refine this plan. If feasible from the Commission's perspective, Excelsior would
propose to accelerate the funding of that amount in order to facilitate a more rapid completion of
a detailed engineering plan and cost proposal for CCS. Excelsior anticipates that such a detailed
plan could be developed within a year from the date such funding is made available. The CCS
Plan could also serve as the foundation for a competitive proposal in response to the Department
of Energy's ("DOE") planned Phase III solicitation for demonstrating full scale CCS projects.
Accelerating development of a very detailed plan would enhance Minnesota and the Mesaba
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Project's prospects to obtain federal matching funds under DOE programs.
It is in the long-term interests of the State to proceed expeditiously with the development of
feasible CCS options. Excelsior looks forward to working with regulators, stakeholders, and
industry participants to provide the important hedge to Minnesota consumers offered by the
timely development of carbon capture and sequestration.
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EXCELSIOR ENERGY, INC.

2

BEFORE THE MINNESOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

3

PREPARED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF

4

P A U L A . YOUNG

5

Q

6

A

Please state your name, current employment position and business address.
Paul A. Young.

I am currently Senior Vice President and Director of

7

Operations at Laramore, Douglass & Popham ("LDP"). My business address is 16476

8

Chesterfield Airport Rd., Suite 220, St. Louis, Missouri 63017.

9

Q

10

A

Would you please describe your educational and professional background.
I have a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
o
<•_.?from the University
J of

\1

Missouri-Rolla and a Masters of Science in Telecommunications Systems from

12

DePaul University. 1 am a certified Professional Engineer. I have almost 20 years of

13

experience in electrical engineering, including experience with high voltage

14

substations for utility projects. 1 have held my current position with LDP since 2003.

15

My resume is appended as Exhibit

16

Q

17

A

(PAY-1).

On whose behalf are you testifying?
I am testifying on behalf of MEP-1 LLC, MEP-1I LLC. and Excelsior Energy

18

Inc. (collectively "Excelsior"), the developers of the Mesaba Energy Project (the

19

"Project").

20

Scope and Summary

21

Q

22

A

What is the scope of your testimony in this proceeding?
The purpose of my testimony is to sponsor several sections of Excelsior's Joint

23

Application and Environmental Supplement. The general subject of my testimony

24

includes transmission line construction, engineering and operational design.
362i 149.2

1

1

In particular, I am sponsoring and am available to answer questions regarding

2

the following sections:

3

Joint Permit Application

4

Section 4.1 (Electrical Design)

5

Section 4.2 (Generator Outlet Routes)

6

Section 4.3 (Structures and Right-of-Way Requirements)

7

Section 4.4 (Transmission Line Construction)

8

Section 4.5 (Transmission Line Operation and Maintenance)

9

Section 4.6 (Electric and Magnetic Fields and Noise)

10

Section 4.7 (Transmission Line Cost)

11

Section 6.2.4 (Predicted Electric and Magnetic Fields)

12

Section 6.2.5 (Mitigation Measures)

13

Section 6.2.6 (Minimum Setback Requirements)

14

Environmental Supplement

15

Section 1.12.1.1 (Electric Transmission)

16

Section 1.12.1.2 (Generator Outlet Routes)

17

Section 1.12.1.3 (Structures and Right-of-Way Requirements)

18

Section 1.12.1.4 (Conductors)

19

Section 1.12.1.6 (Construction)

20

Section 1.12.1.7 (Operation and Maintenance)

21

Section 1.12.1.8 (Electric and Magnetic Fields and Noise)

22

Section 3.11 (Electromagnetic Fields)

23

During the preparation of the Joint Application and the

24

Environmental

Supplement, LDP personnel under my supervision worked closely with Excelsior in

3624149.2

1

drafting and reviewing these sections.

The sections incorporate field reports and

2

analysis that I prepared or that LDP personnel under my supervision prepared.

3

Joint Application and Environmental Supplement

4

Q

5
6

Please briefly describe the information contained

in the sections you are

sponsoring?
A

The sections deal with how the transmission lines will be constructed, operated

7

and maintained. The sections also touch on safety issues such as the potential to

8

exposure from electric and magnetic fields and line setback requirements.

9

Q

10
11

Is there anything in particular you would like to address about the sections you
are sponsoring?

A

Yes. We have worked with Excelsior to update our analysis on transmission

12

line operation.

13

analysis for the West Range Site. For the East Range Site, however, I would like to

14

point out one change. If the East Range Site is selected. Excelsior will operate each of

15

the two required 345 kV HVTL conductors at 230 kV during Phase I of the Project.

16

Q

17

A

The Joint Application and Environmental Supplement reflect this

Has Excelsior addressed the issue of electric and magnetic fields?
Yes. Regardless of route and design alternatives, which are discussed in detail

18

in Section 2.2 of the Joint Application, electric and magnetic fields and noise levels

19

will be in compliance with all applicable State and Federal laws.

20

Excelsior has identified and will be implementing certain mitigation measures, as

21

discussed in the Joint Application. Excelsior has considered two alternative sites and

22

many transmission line route and design alternatives. Construction specifics will be

23

dependant upon the site, route, and design selections and permits.

3624 U9.2

Nevertheless.

1

Q

Are there any significant changes to the electric and magnetic fields analysis

2

occasioned by the change in plan to operate the East Range Site conductors at

3

230 kV?

4

A

Operating the HVTL conductors at a lower voltage (i.e., 230 kV instead of 345

5

kV) during Phase I of the Project will decrease noise as well as electric fields in the

6

vicinity of the HVTL, magnetic fields can increase at the lower voltage. I have

7

attached updated Figures 4.6-13 through 4.6-16 to quantify the changes; which were

8

developed at the lowest point of conductor sag under maximum current for normal

9

operating conditions. These calculated electric and magnetic field values provide

10

representative long term exposure for the lowest point of the conductor under normal

11

operating conditions.

12

Q

(PAY-2).

Can you give some examples of mitigation measures that Excelsior will take to

13
14

Appended as Exhibit

reduce the potential for exposure to electric and magnetic fields?
A

15

Distance, for example, is a factor in reducing exposure to electric and magnetic

fields.

Excelsior has considered this mitigation factor in route and design selections in

16

part to avoid residences. Further, the configuration and distance between phases can

17

impact exposure. By proposing a double circuit configuration for both the West and

18

East Range Sites and utilizing A-B-C, C-B-A phasing arrangements, Excelsior will

19

reduce such potential for magnetic field exposure.

20

Conclusion

21

Q

22

A

3624149.2

Does this conclude your testimony?

Yes.
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SECTION 4

MPUC JOINT APPLICATION

Figure 4.6-13 Electric and Magnetic Field and Noise Values-230kV/ 115 kV Double Circuit
EMF Report for 230kV -Bundle (••) Pheasant 1272 MCM 54/19 //115kV Grosbeak 636 MCM 26/7
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Note: Structure insulated at 345kV operating at 230kV
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SECTION 4

MPUC JOINT APPLICATION

Figure
4.6-14 Electric and Magnetic
Field and Noise Values-230kV / 115 kV Double Circuit
o
o
EMF Report for 230kV - Lapwing 1590 MCM 45/7 / ] ISkV Grosbeak 636 MCM 26/7
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MPUC JOINT APPLICATION

SECTION 4

Figure 4.6-15 Electric and Magnetic Field and Noise Valucs-230kV Delta Tower HVTL with
U5kV Underbuild
EMF Report for 230kV - Bundle (•") Pheasant 1272 MCM 54/19- 115kV Grosbeak 636 MCM 26/7
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SECTION-4

Fi«ure 4.6-16 Electric and Magnetic Field and Noise Values-230kV H-Frame HVTL
EMF Report for 230kV- 1 CKT H-Frame Bundle (••) Pheasant 1272 MCM 54/19
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